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ABSTRACT
The dynamic stall of rapidly pitching and oscillating
airfoils is investigated by the numerical solution of the
full compres.ibl. ui y ,A-dimensionai Navier-bioKes
equations using an alternating-direction-implicit scheme.
The flow is assumed to be fully turbulent, and the turbulent
stresses are modelled by the Baldwin-Lomax eddy viscosity
mode]. Three airfoils (NACA 0012, NACA 0012-33, and NACA
0012-63) are analyzed for the purpose of examining the
influence of leading-edge geometry on unsteady flow serara-
tion. It is found that a larger leading edge radius, thick-
er contouring of the forward part of the airfoil, or in-
creasing reduced frequency results in delaying flow separa-
t Oil anld formation of the dynamic stall vortex to a higher
angle of attack, yielding higher peak C,. Within the scope
of this study, the pressure gradient encountered by the flow
at initial separation is found to be independent of reduced
frequency and freestream speed. The critical pressure
gradient is dependent on leading edge radius and increases
for decreasing leading edge radius.
iii
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The aeronautical community has been aware of the phenome-
non of dynamic stall for several decades. Dynamic stall is
characterized b; separated flow and shedding of the leading
edge vortex from the upper surface of an airfoil which is
rapidly pitched to angles of attack beyond the normal stalling
angle of attack. The phenomenon results in significant
temporary increases and decreases in lift, drag, and moment
coefficients.
The scope of this work is the investigation of the
phenomenon of dynamic stall for rapidly pitching and oscillat-
ing airfoils. The phenomenon of dynamic stall was observed
for the first time for flows over the retreating blades of a
helicopter. The dynamic stall resulting from the oscillatory
motion of the rotor blade is associated with an increase in
lift and the development of a severe nose down pitching
moment. The effects of dynamic stall are usually undesirable
for the helicopter, and where possible special care is taken
to reduce its effects by special design of the rotor. On the
other hand, interest has recently developed to exploit the
increased lift obtained from the rapid pitch-up motion of an
airfoil in order to enhance the maneuverability and extend the
I
flight envelope of the modern fighter aircraft to the high
angle of attack regime, or to alleviate retreating blade stall
for helicopters utilizing Higher Harmonic Control (HHC).
It is well known that for flow over an airfoil at fixed
angle of attack the streamlined airflow is disrupted once a
critical angle of attack is exceeded. At stall, the flow over
the upper surface of the airfoil separates and the lift drops.
It was observed, however, that rapid pitch-up motion of the
airfoil delays static stall so that high lift kan be main-
tained for angles of attack beyond the static stall angle.
As the pitch-up angle exceeds the static stalling angle of
attack, a thin layer of reversed flow develops in the boundary
layer. This reversed flow occurs in two types of stall:
trailing edge stall and leading edge stall [Ref. 1]. In
trailing edge stall, the reverse flow region begins near the
trailing edge and traverses forward; in leading edge stall,
the reverse flow region occurs near the suction peak just aft
of the leading edge. In both cases, a vortex begins to form
near the leading edge region, expands, and moves downstream.
The angle of attack at which the vortex is formed depends on
airfoil shape, pitch rate, mean angle and amplitude, Mach
number, and Reynolds number.
The vortex formed at the leading edge is called the
dynamic stall vortex, and moves with a speed of approximately
0.4 freestream speed relative to the airfoil as the pitch-up
progresses. Lift, drag, and pitching moment increase signifi-
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cantly until the vortex approaches the trailing edge, then
drop sharply, but not simultaneously (Figure 1). The unsteady
surface pressure increases, and the suction peak appears at
different locations along the chord as the dynamic stall
vortex moves over the airfoil. Secondary and tertiary
vortices may also be present and produce additional suction
peaks and fluctuations in airloads.
To date, most theo-
Im) STATIC STALL ANGLE EXCEEDED
fbi FIRST APPEARANCE OF FLOW
retical investigations REVERSAL ON SURFACE
on dynamic stall have W LARGE EDDIES APPEAR IN
BOUNDARY LAYER
focused on the effects
of variations of reduced CdLH OF AIRFOIL CHORD
frequency (k = &c/2U.) , ,\ VR FMN
u N LEADING EDGE
angle of attack, free id)
stream speed, and 0 (I) LIFT SLOPE INCREASES
Reynolds number on 
a - . ..
1h) (91 MOMENT STALL OCCURS
particular airfoil shape
(usually the NACA 0012 IhILIFTSTALLBEGINSl t(1) MAXIMUM NEGATIVE MOMENT
0 (I1 FULL STALL
airfoil) . McCroskey .
[Ref. 1] documented the fb BOUNDARY LAYERRATTACHES
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quency, amplitude and
Figure 1. Events of Dynamic Stall
Mach number on different on NACA 0012 Airfoil
airfoils. These experi-
mental studies demonstrated the large hysteresis in the
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occurrence of stall of an oscillating airfoil compared to a
fixed angle of attack airfoil. Mcroskey and Pucci (Ref. 2]
identified varying regimes of viscous-inviscid interacticn
during varying degrees of unsteady flow separation. The
conclusion of the experimental studies of Refs. I and 2 was
that the reduced frequency has a dominant effect on the
development and progression of the dynamic stall. Experi-
mental work by Chandrasekhara and Carr [Ref. 3] using the NACA
0012 airfoil showed that a dynamic stall vortex always forms
near the leading edge of an oscillating airfoil. Their study
also documents the movement of the dynamic stall vortex.
Chandrasekhara and Brydges [Ref. 4] documented the effects of
increasing amplitude on an oscillating airfoil in both
compressible and incompressible flow. They showed that larger
amplitudes resulted in vortex retention at higher angles of
attack for a given Mach number and reduced frequency.
Progress in computational fluid dynamics has made possible
the study of dynamic stall by numerical solution of the
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations. Mehta [Ref. 5] demonstrated
that Navier-Stokes simulation of the unsteady incompressible
flow around the airfoil in oscillatory motion can reproduce
the experimentally observed results. Wu et al. [Ref. 6]
presented solution procedures based on an integral formulation
of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for the
computation of unsteady flow over airfoils. Beddoes [Ref. 7]
and Jang et al. [Ref. 8] presented viscous-inviscid computa-
4
tion methods for unsteady flows. Sankar and Tang [Ref. 9),
Visbal [Ref. 10], and Ekaterinaris [Ref. 11] used ADI (Alter-
nating Direction Implicit) numerical schemes for the solution
of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, and investigated
the effects of compres ibility on dynamic stall. The numeri-
cal solutions for both incompressible and compressible flows
showed good agreement with experimental results, and predicted
the events of dynamic stalls.
B. PURPOSE
As indicated, the aforementioned studies focused on the
variation of flowfield parameters on the dynamic stall of a
particular airfoil. The purpose of this study is the system-
atic investigation of the effect of leading edge geometry on
the development of dynamic stall. It is expected that the
effect of the leading edge geometry will have a significant
effect on both the development of the dynamic stall vortex and
its subsequent shedding. This numerical investigation is
intended to provide a cost-effective means of quantifying
which airfoil parameter variations should be analyzed in more
expensive wind-tunnel tests. The numerical investigation of
airfoil parameter variations offers the benefit of optimizing
the utilization of more costly test facilities.
The investigation i conducted using a numerical solution
of the full two-dimensional, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
5
Equations, and the Baldwin-Lomax eddy viscosity model of Ref.
16 is used to obtain the turbulent stresses.
C. AIRFOIL SELECTION
Modifications to the NACA 0012 airfoil were made forward
of the point of maximum thickness (12% thick at 30%) chord by
the method suggested in Ref. 12. The NACA 0012 profile was
retained aft of 30% chord for the two new airfoils. In this
manner, changes in the flow could be attributed directly to
the changes in the forward part of the airfoil. The two air-
foils consisted of the NACA 0012-63 and NACA 0012-33 airfoil
section forward of 30% chord. The NACA 0012-63 has the same
leading edge radius as the NACA 0012 (1.58% chord) but
different curvature to the point of maximum thickness. The
NACA 0012-33 has a smaller leading edge radius (0.39% chord)
with curvature necessary to achieve the same 12% thickness
ratio at 30% chord. Airfoil coordinates are provided in Table
1, and the resulting modified profiles are shown in Figure 2.
6
TABLE 1. AIRFOIL COORDINATES
X/C N0012 N0012-63 N0012-33
.01 .01701 .01682 .01040
.02 .02360 .02320 .01550
.03 .02842 .02783 .01969
.04 .03232 .03160 .02332
.05 .03555 .03474 .02661
.06 .03840 .03750 .02962
.07 .04090 .03991 .03241
.08 .04313 .04210 .03500
.09 .04505 .04403 .03741
.10 .04681 .04580 .03966
.11 .04842 .04742 .04177
.12 .04990 .04890 .04374
.13 .05123 .05023 .04557
.14 .05242 .05147 .04734
.15 .05345 .05260 .04888
.16 .05441 .05362 .05035
.18 .05610 .05540 .05300
.20 .05742 .05686 .05515
.22 .05840 .05802 .05692
.24 .05903 .05890 .05830
.25 .05943 .05924 .05881
.26 .05964 .05952 .05925
.28 .05992 .05988 .05982
.30 .06000 .06000 .06000
.40 .05803 .05803 .05803
.50 .05294 .05294 .05294
.60 .04563 .04563 .04563
.70 .03664 .03664 .03664
.80 .02623 .02623 .02623
.90 .01448 .01448 .01448
.95 .00807 .00807 .00807






Figure 2. Airfoil Profile Comparison
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The flow of a compressible, viscous fluid satisfies
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The conservation
of mass is expressed by the Continuity Equation, the conserva-
tion of momentum by the Navier-Stokes Equations, and the
conservation of energy by the Energy Equation. The conserva-
tion equations are derived in the following section. The
derivation is done in an Eulerian frame of reference.
A. CONTINUITY EQUATION
Consider a control volume in a flow field where flow
properties vary with both time and space. Conservation of
mass requires that the rate of change of mass inside the
control volume equals net mass flux out of the control volume.
This is expressed as:
7 fffo p d(vol) + f fpVds = (1)
using Gauss's theorem for a surface integral, Eq. 1 becomes
fffo -d(vol) + fff V.(p d(vol) = 0 (2)
or,
fff~o, E + V-(p Id(vol) 0 (3)
therefore, for an arbitrary control volume,
0_£ + V.pQ = 0 (4)
at
for any continuous flow. For a two-dimensional flow, and
Cartesian coordinates, Eq. 4 reduces to
a(pu) a(pv) 0 (5)
a t ax ay
B. THE MOMENTUM (NAVIER-STOKES) EQUATIONS
Consider c fluid element in a rectangular Cartesian
coordinate system. The stresses and pressures are shown in
Figure 3, and body forces are neglected. Summation of forces
in the x-direction yields:
F, = p dxdydzDu
au f(;-. 1d)~3dd 6)
[p- (p d-) ldyd a x -ax v dz (,r -XX 4 a )-r .3 d z
+ YX + aT- Yx dy) - -r] dxdz + [x 2 axd2)-T jdxdy
ay YXaz
or, O ODu ap + a + al Y at x (7)
Dt ax @x 'Y az
Similarly, summation of forces in the y- and z- directions
yields:
Dv _+ t Ct + o+
Dt ay ax ay az
Dw p _ at x. + "t y, + (9




,+ - d) d. dz
I~~~ Y, d.dd
dp'
I, (l dz )I V+3LdX dyd
r.,., 'dz -- ----- r. + dx) dy dz
r -dz ax
d /
* /) dx dr-2" +adyz
a b
z
Figure 3. Forces on a Fluid Element
Using the Continuity Equation, the equations expressing the
conservation of momentum for a two-dimensional flow are:
a(pu) a a axx at (10)
atU + -_x (pu 2 + p) + a (puv) = ax + ay
a(pv) + a + a (pv2 + p) = a, + a - (11)
at (pu) + -(y ax ay
The relation of the viscous stresses Txx, ITy and r XY to the
independent variables is developed in the following discus-
sion.
For a two-dimensional flow in Cartesian coordinates with
an infinitesimal fluid element undergoing distortion due to
11
BTall) dI A Td)dk.
d,' d:r
d {y u + ( m ' Fhld, .ici l
11111C . I + at
d%
IFlu=id deKmoitl at tImi I
Figure 4. Strain on a Fluid Element
stresses as shown in Figure 4, the angular displacements AOI
and AO, are:
A0 2 = av A0 = (12)a1 ay
T]h strain increment is given by:
AK = A6 2 - AO1 , (13)
;n the limit, the rate of strain is given by:
= dk _ dO2 dO av + a u (14)
x t -dt dt dt Jx ay




then the rate of strain caused by the tangential shear stress
is given by:
;.7= -.- ) (16 )
For large velocity gradients the normal stresses r. and T
can be sionificant and result in a viscous-induced normal
force on the fluid element. For example, as documented by
Sclhlichting [Ref. 13], in order for fluid isotropy to be
maintained at every point, the principal axes of stress and
rate-of-strain must coincide to avoid introducing a proferred
rotation direction. With this concept, a normal stress must
depend both on its respective component rate of strain as well
as the shearing strain rates, with different weighting
factors. Choosing the factor 2p for the component direction
factor, which causes Newton's Law of Friction to be satisfied
for sirnp1, shvar, obtain
X= 2(& Va (17)
= -.( u.av) + 2 -Lu
- a a (18 )
where X is the shearing stress proportionality factor. Using
Stokes's hypothesis, X = -2/3 |i, obtain
13
T -1 2 au -av)
S3" 2ax ay
-_ 2 v -au)
v av aux19
av au
C. THE ENERGY EQUATION
Conservation of energy is the manifestation of the First
Law of Thermodynamics (dE = dW + dQ) to a moving fluid element
in rectangular Cartesian coordinates. The First Law of
Thermodynamics is applied to a control volume (Figure 5),
where the energy fluxes are shown. The rate of change of
energy inside the fluid element is equal to the net flu< of
heat into the element plus the rate of work done on the
element by pressure and viscous stress.
The rate of change of energy of the fluid element having
an instantaneous internal energy per' unit mass e and speed V
V2  (0p- (e + -) dxdydz (20)
2
where V' = u + v' + w. The heat flux into the fluid element
is the sum of external volumetric heating and heat transfer
across the surface due to temperature gradients. Assuming no
external heat addition, the volumetric heating is zero.
The net heat transferred out of the fluid element due to
thermal conduction in the x-direction can be expressed as:
14
dh dy it r+ (P) d. dy dx
ur., dx dy P + ( I
"' e ffi a(ur,.,)
up y dz d, t " -' -d.
ur,,, dy dz -- X'
F+gure 5. Energy Fluxes on Fluid Element
a 4x@ dad d ( 21 )
[¢x - (¢x a -x) ]dydz = c1axyd
Accounting for the y and z directions, the total heat trans-
ferred out of the fluid element is:
at2,4L a¢
-('--a-X" +'--- + a4 - ) d = -(V')dxdydz
ax d., + -dxdydz - xdydz (22)
where the heat flux is expressed in terms of the temperature
gradient according to Fourier's law of heat conduction as
ell =  -k T (23)ax,
and k is the thermal conductivity, considered constant and
independent of temperature.
The rate of work done on the fluid element in the
x-direction by pressure and shear stresses is
15
ax + LI + Ca + a ]X )dxdydz (24)ax ax ay Oz
Accounting for the y and z direction pressure and shear
stresses, the net rate of work done on the fluid element can
be expressed as:
[-VpV + ax + y) + a1 (Ur z)) ay az
+ a(vT ) + a(vr ,) + a(vT y) (25)
ax ay az
+ ( (w. X') a (kr w Y,) a (W wb< dy )
+ + a + a ] c ddydz
The complete energy equation for a viscous flow with no
external heating can then be expressed as:
p--I- (e+ I V2) =[-V' -V'pV
+ (uT ,) a( urr yt) +a (Ut ZX)
ax ay az
a (v T , ,) + a ( w , ) + a (V w 4 ) ( 2 6 )
a(wr ) a(wu )a (w 2)
+++ ] dxdydzax ay az
The two-dimensional compressible viscous flow energy equation
reduces to:
pd(e+ IV2)+ a aV
ay (27)
ax a
Using the continuity equation and setting
16
E = (e+- 1 V2)p (28)
2
the total energy per unit volume, the energy equation becomes
---t + [(E+ p) U] + a [ (E+P) V]
ax (29)
S (uT vvt -Y
-ax u=w x  - y
where T, Ty, and r are as previously derived (see Eq. 19).
D. CONSERVATION LAW FORM OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The conservation law form of the governing equations for
the two-dimensional viscous compressible flows can be written
as [Ref. 14]
aQ _aF aG = 8R aS (30)
at ax ay ax ay30
where Q is the vector of dependent variables, F and G are the
invi-scid fluxes along the x and y directions, respectively,
and R and S are the viscous fluxes along the x and y direc-
tions, respectively. These terms are given by:
pu2 +p Puv





U + +v rT '3 d T +
xx y y
Non-dimensionalizing the equations with
, xI ui U1  p p.1-- Ll v. .'---- - P- .
T - T , = _L e - t ' - t
TI V! L/ V_
whf-,r- L Is the reference length, and setting
Re p. V L (31)
the Reynolds number based on the reference length, obt ,_in the
non-dimensional form of the conservation law:
aQ, aF aG 1 8 (R as
8)-Lw - - (_-+-S) (32)
a tax ay Re ax (3y
with non-dimensional variable Q and the inviscid flux terms (F
and G) as before, and the viscous terms given by:
0
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Here Pr C p p/K is the Prandtl number, and M =V1/a,. In
order to enable solution of the governing equation for
arbitrary geometries, the governing equations are expressed
for a curvilinear generalized coordinate system. The
curvilinear coordinate system (E,q) is linked to the Cartesian
coordinate system (x,y) by
4=t(x,y,t) , T1='n(X,y, t) (35)
The curvilinear coordinate space (E,n) is referred to as the
computational domain and is linked to the physical domain
(x,y) by the non-zero Jacobian of the coordinates transforma-
tion
j=a (t"q = a at =a1
a(x,y) ax ay ay ax ax ay_ ax ay (36)
a& a aa
It can be shown that the governing equations (Ref. 18] retain
the strong conservation law form for a generalized coordinate
system. The two-dimensional strong conservation law form for
a generalized coordinate system is:
aQ+ aF aG _ ( aR as (37)







a J (39,40)J= - pvU+p pvV+pa
f (p) ( V-p aT
and U and V are the contravariant velocity components along
the E and q] directions, respectively given by:
U at +Ua t V= -+u2a+ v(41,42)at ax a-y at ax ay
The viscous terms are given by:
0
A_ a
R = L -- ax Y a-" (43)
(UT xx v 3 (y-1)M2 Pr ax ax
+ ('r V aT) at




xxa x MY ay
XYax YY ay (44)
+ u'r + Vr p L Z aTI ~




The strong conservation law form of the two-dimensional
Continuity, Navier-Stokes, and Energy Equations in generalized
coordinates presented in Chapter II provides a useable format
for implementing a numerical solution technique. The numeri-
cal method used for the integration of the governing equations
is a finite difference numerical scheme based on the Beam-
Warming algorithm [Ref. 15]. The viscous terms are retained
in both directions in order to enable capturing intense
viscous effects encountered in massively separated flow
regions at high angles of attack. The turbulent stresses were
modeled using the Baldwin-Lomax eddy viscosity model [Ref.
16]. An algebraic C-type grid (157x58) was used for the
computations. The boundary conditions were treated explicit-
ly, and the unsteadiness was imposed by the motion of the
grid.
B. THE BEAM-WARMING ALGORITHM
The strong conservation law form of the two-dimensional
compressible Navier-Stokes equations in the vector notation is
as follows:
22
au + aE(U) + aF(U) aV (U, U) + av2 (u,uY)
at ax ay ax ax (45)
awl (u, uX) aW2 ( J,UY)
ay ay
here the vector U, the non-linear inviscid terms E and F, and
the viscous terms R and S are given by:
p Pu Pv
pu PU2 + p puu
U = U E(U) = F(U) =
Pv PUv pV2 + p
Et (Ef + p)u (Et + p)v
0
V + u -t-V2 3 (46)
p(uy + Vu)
v(uy + Vx) + 1 pu(2u, - vy) 4- kTx
0
S = Wl + W2 2 P(uy + vx)
3 p(2v -,y x
U(U +V) + lu(2vy -ux),- kT,
The Beam-Warming numerical algorithm is an implicit finite
difference scheme where the solution is marched in time using
the difference formula
nU 01At a(Au) + A t -- (U) )+ 02
1+02 at 1+02 at 1+e) An-'U (47)
[ 1 02) (A ' ( ]
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where 6n U U n+1 - U n. By substituting Eq. (45) into Eq. (47),
obtain
01 At aA" = - L (-A"E + AnV + AV,) + aL (-A"F + A"W, +AW 2 )J
+ 1 [a --- '(- + Vn' + V) + ( Wn + W(
1 +02 L ax ay
+ 12 A-+o (o -02 (At) + (At)3
The delta terms are linearized using truncated Taylor series
expansions, so that:
E n ' = En+ ( UE) - Un ) +O[(t) (49)
au
which can be rewritten as
AnE = [A] nAnU+O[(At)2) (50)
where [A] is the flux Jacobian matrix aE/aU given by
0 -1 0 0
3 2 ' II
- 2 (-3)11 (-)u 0 - )A 2 (51)
utv -V -u 0
-E - + (I - )(, 2  + 2 ) (U + u2 ) ( - I)uV
p I
In a like manner, A' F can be linearized as
A OF= [B] ,A,,U+ O[ (At) 2 ] (52)
where [B] is the Jacobian matrix aF/aU given by
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0 0 - 0
Ut -V -u 0
(53)23 v + -~ _'u2 (I - )u g(7 -3) 1i -[B] 3 V2 +1 23)
22
7EV+(l--)v(u 2 +v ) (V-2)uV 
-- Et+-(3V 2 +u4) 
-T
P P 2
The viscous delta term An VI(U,U x) is linearized by writing
Anv, = (I)AnU + Qa Anux + Ot)2 ]( - a± A ~+0[(AO (54)
= [P]InA"U+ [RI"A"U, + 0[(A,) 2
a
where [P] is the Jacobian aV 1/aU, [R] is the Jacobian aV1/aux,
and [R, 3 = [R]/3x. These matrices can be written as
0 0 0 0 (55)
u (4P~x (4) I)
T 0 0[P] - [R.] =3-p
-- VUX 0 IP 0
-U 2 4)2 u (4) I 0
0 1 -1 10 0 0
4 4
IYI 0 I 0




The matrix for [P]-LRJ] is obtained by assuming that p and k
are locally independent of U. In a like manner, A n W 2(U,UY ) is
linearized as
AW = [ [SY] ),A U+_L [S] nnU)+O[(,&t)2 (57)
ay
where
0 0 0 0
-uY my 0 0
and
rI 0 0 0"
-1u I 00 (59)
1 4 0
IS]=V 3 U'U 3 0
U/ I I ( 4 )
The cross-derivative terms can be evaluated explicitly without




AnW = An-1W1+O[(At) 2]
for a uniform time step At. By evaluating the cross-deriva-
tive terms in this manner, the block tridiagonal form of the
final equations is maintained.
Substituting Eqs. (50) , (52), (54) , (57), and (59) into
Eq. (48) yields
OAt [a a2
] + 1 +02 L([A] -[PI + [ nl R a]I' aX
a At[,A n1(6.
+ TQ (B] - [Q] + [Sy]) I r -yI IS]" U
1+0ax(-E+V, +V 2 )n+ (-F+W, +W 2)(
__0_ 02a
+ Of [(An-'V 2 ) + k(An-Wl + 021( +0 1 1a 0
+0 (O - 2 -02 (At) 2 , ( A t)3]
where [1) is the identity matrix. In Eq. (61), expressions
such as
-[A)]- [P] +[RX] ) AnU (62)ax
are equivalent to
[A) - [P] + [R ]) nA u] (63)
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The left-hand side of Eq. (60) is factorized in the following
manner:
[I) O C- ([A]-C(P] +[R,, ] ) -a× [RIn]
1 A t+02 ex ax2
X(([l]+ + 8 A _(I ( [B] _ -[Q] + [Sy] ) n_ 8_ [S] n] ) A nU  (64)
1+e2 O 3
=LHS(Eq.60) + O[(At)3 ]
and the final form of the Beam-Warming Algorithm becomes
LHS[ Eg. (64)) = RHS[Eq. (61)] . (65)
The partial derivatives in the algorithm are evaluated using
second-order accurate central differences.
The Beam-Warming algorithm is implemented in the following
manner:
Step 1:
([11+ eAt [L([A] -[p]+ ) n 1 [R] n]) AnU,=RHS(61 ] (66)1+e2  ax -X
Step 2:
(I]+ [ (. n- - _[S ,) AnU=A U. (67)1+e 2 O- ay2
Step 3:
Un *l = U+AnU (68)
In Step 1, A6 U1 represents the remaining terms on the left-
hand side of Eq. (64). Equations (66) and (67) represent
systems of equations which have a block tridiagonal structure.
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For the two-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations
the bJock matrices have a dimension of 4x4. Central
differencing is used for the second order space derivatives.
Dissipation terms for numerical stability are added.
Warming and Beam [Ref. 15] have shown that the algorithm
can be simplified by assuming that p is locally constant so
that adp/ax=o, ap/ay=o. Then [P]-[Rx]=O and [Q]-[Sy]=O.
Therefore, the algorithm for 01 = %, 02 = 0, implying second
order accuracy in time, obtains the following form:
[I] +A [--L [A] na [RX] n &n U = RHS (69)
2 a
[.I] + -- , [E[B n- 2 [S] nA nA U = A . U,(0
2 ax 1(0
In the present work the viscous terms were treated explicitly
in order to avoid the expensive computation of the matrices R
and S Y. The Beam-Warming algorithm with explicit treatment of
viscous terms in generalized coordinates (En) is written as
[I] +A- [--An+-LBn] )AUn- 1 - (71)
A t (- -F n - - Ga Gn Rn+_2San) = RHS n
The algorithm is further simplifiLd by approximately factoriz-
ing the LHS(61) or LHS(71) operator in order to avoid integra-
tion of the full two-dimensional operator. The factored form
of the algorithm is
29
([I],1 i A,4, = RHS(61) (2 (72)
[I] +-LC-- , 1B ) Au,: a
In practice, implicit algorithms have stability limits due to
nonlinearities. In addition, whenever discrete methods are
used to compute high Reynolds number viscous behavior, small
scales of motion appear which cannot be resolved by the
numerics. These scales are brought about by the nonlinear
interactions in the convective terms of the momentum equa-
tions. In any finite discrete mesh the small scales which
cannot be resolved, result eventually in inaccuracy and
contamination of the long wavelength, large scale phenomena.
In order to dampen the hiqh frequency numerical effects caused
by the poor resolution of the small scales, implicit and
explicit numerical dissipation is added to complete the
algorithm. The numerical dissipation terms introduce an error
level that does not interfere with the accuracy and resolution
of any physical effects. The dissipation terms used in the
present work are the ones suggested by Ref. 15. The complete
factorized form of the numerical algorithms with the implicit
and explicit dissipation terms is
[I + (c{A + (Dm , 1) I]x[I+ (A-) (aB + (Di(7)3)A "1 2 (73)
= At(-aFn-aGn+anRR+a, Sn-C DA)
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C. THE BALDWIN-LOMAX EDDY-VISCOSITY MODEL
The Baldwin-Lomax model [Ref. 16] is an algebraic eddy
viscosity model for calculating two- and three-dimensional
separated flows. As opposed to the classical boundary-layer
approximation which assumes zero normal pressure gradient in
the boundary layer, thereby neglecting the normal momentum
equation, the Baldwin-Lomax Thin Layer model retains the
momentum equations and makes no assumptions about the pressure
gradient. The advantage of this model arises in application
to high Reynolds number, separated turbulent flows, including
reverse flow regions. The Baldwin-Lomax model is a two-layer
algebraic eddy-viscosity model and avoids the difficulty of
finding the edge of the boundary layer. The effects of
turbulence are simulated in terms of an eddy viscosity
coefficient pt, where p+pt replaces p (the physical viscosity
coefficient) in the stress terms of the governing equations.
In the model, pt is given by
= (P) inner Y!Yc (74)L (1 t) outer Yc>Y
where y is the normal distance from the wall and y. is the
smallest y where inner and outer values are equal. In the
inner region, the Prandtl-Van Driest formula is used:
(P d P (75)
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where 1 = ky[1 - exp(-y 4/A4)] and IWI is the magnitude of the




y +- P VU'Y - rp-;/", Y (77)
The subscript w indicates wall values.
For the outer region
(uc) , c,. - KCI p FWAYFjmw (y) (78)
where K, C are constants andcp
FWAKE = YMAX FMAX for boundary layers, or
FWAKE = Cwk YMAX u2 DIp/F AX for wakes and separated boundary
layers.
The quantities YMAX and FMAX are determined from
F(y) = yjwj[l-exp(y /A4 ) ] (79)
The exponential term in this equation is set equal to zero for
wakes.
FMAX is the maximum values of F(y) , which occurs at a
value of y = YMAX" The function FKLEB(y) is the Klebanoff
intermittency factor given by
FxB(y) = [1+5.5( Cr~ Y) 6 ] - 1 (80)
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The quantity UDIF is the difference between U = U I y.yV and
minimum total velocity at a fixed flow-wise station:
uLr (/u 2 v2 ) - ( u 2 V2(81)
where the second term is zero except in wakes.
In order to achieve agreement with Cebeci [Ref. 17], the
values determined for the constants are:
A+ = 26 k = 0.4
C = 1.6 K = 0.0168
CKLEB = 0.3 Pr = 0.72
CWK( = 1.0 Pr t 2 0.9
D BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The following boundary conditions were used in the
numerical implementation. A non-slip non-penetration boundary
condition in terms of the contravariant velocity components
was used on the airfoil solid boundary. The unsteady pitching
motion was accomplished by rotating the grid about the quarter
chord point at pitch rates determined by the desired reduced
frequency. The inflow boundary was placed approximately eight
chord lengths away from the body surface. Therefore,
freestream conditions were specified at the grid inflow
boundary. Simple first order extrg-.polation was used for the
flow variables at the outflow boundary. For the wake,
averaging of the flow variables on the upper and lower
surfaces of the C-grid was used. The velocity on the surface
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is given by u,=x=az and v S=z=-x. The contravariant velocity
components for viscous flow solutions are set equal to 0.
Therefore, the non-slip condition in terms of the physical
velocity components for moving grid is expressed by
[] 1 -7 1 2 [&:] (82)
E. GRID GENERATION
1. Grid Generation Methods
In order to effectively compute complex flowfields, the
physical domain of interest must be discretized with a finite
mesh. The requirements of an efficient numerical grid are
[Ref. 18]:
1. smooth grid lines so that the transformation derivatives
(metrics) are continuous.
2. grid point spacing which varies inversely with expecta-
tion of large numerical errors.
3. minimizing grid skewness to avoid large truncation
errors.
Several general grid generation techniques exist; among these
the most common methods are:
1. Complex Variable methods, where the transformations are
at least partly analytic; this method is restricted to
two-dimensions.
2. Algebraic methods, usable in two- or three-dimensions.
3. Differential Equation methods, usable in two- or three-
dimensions.
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The grid generation method used in this study utilized the
algebraic grid generation technique because of the computa-
tiona. efricienc an spe-d iL provides.
2. Algebraic Grid Generation Method
The algebraic method used employs known, easily
invertible, functions to map arbitrarily shaped regions (in
this case, the airfoil contour) into a simpler computational
domain. The airfoil surface is unwrapped to form a simple
curve in the computational plane as in Figure 6. In the
computational domain lines are first drawn normal to this
curve, and the grid points in the normal direction are
subsequently generated. In the case of airfoil grid genera-
tion, consideration must be given for the clustering of grid
points near the airfoil in order to adequately resolve the
near surface viscous layers. An algebraic function is used to
provide a uniform stretching normal to the airfoil in the
computational plane. The resulting computational domain grid
is wrapped back to the initial physical grid using inverse
transformations.
The grid generation program used in this study yielded
a 157x58 C-type grid. The program is listed in Appendix C.
Grids for the airfoils under consideration are displayed in
Figures 7-9. Figure 7 displays the global grid including wake
for the NACA 0012 airfoil. Figures 8 and 9 show the body-
fitted grid in more detail for the two modified airfoils.
Grid clustering near the airfoils is shown for resolving the
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CL O) CL
Figure 6. Airfoil Grid Unwrapping
boundary layer flow in turbulent and separated flow condi-
tions.
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Figure 7. N0012 Global Grid
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Figure 8. N0012-63 Local Grid
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Figure 9. N0012-33 Local Grid
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TV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. INVESTIGATION METHOD
Two-dimensional unsteady flows involving both harmonically
oscillating and rapidly pitching (ramp pitch-up) airfoils were
investigated. Studies for the oscillatory cases were conduct-
ed using the NACA 0012 airfoil in order to enable comparisons
with previously conducted experimental measurements. Flows
over all three airfoils rapidly pitched from 00 to 300 angle
of attack with the reduced frequencies and Mach numbers (shown
in Table 2) were subsequently investigated.
TABLE 2. RAPIDLY PITCHING AIRFOIL CASES, Re = 4 x 10
6
AIRFOIL 0.3 Mach 0.4 Mach
k=.O k=.02 k=.Ol k=.02
NACA 0012 X X X X
NACA 0012-63 X X X X
NACA 0012-33 X X X X
Solutions for the harmonically oscillating NACA 0012
airfoil were obtained for flows at a freestream Mach number of
0.3, Reynolds number based on the root chord Re=4xl0 6 and for
two reduced frequencies of k=0.1 and k=0.2. The reduced
frequency is defined as k=Gc/2U. for the oscillatory case
where a(t)=a0 + a, sin(G t). In terms of nondimensional quanti-
ties k is given by k=6)/2M4, and &(t)=al Gcos(ot) is the
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instantaneous pitch-up rate which varies during the cycle with
w=2kM. for a unit chord length. The present computations were
conducted for a variation of the angle of attack as a(t)=10+
6sin(t). Experimental test conditions for the same freestream
Mach and Reynolds numbers were for a(t)=1O0 + 5sin(t). Because
the airfoil stalled just at 150 for the experiment, the
computed flow for the same conditions did not yield a
hysteresis loop. Therefore, as McCroskey suggested, the
oscillation was increased by one degree and a hysteresis loop
was obtained. The computed lift behavior shown in Figures 10
and 11 exhibits the well-known hysteresis loop of a harmoni-
cally oscillating airfoil experiencing dynamic stall. The
computation was initiated from a steady-state solution at e=5 0
and was carried out for two cycles. Figures 10 and 11 display
the results of the second cycle from the two-cycle computa-
tion.
Flow solutions for a rapidly pitching airfoil were
obtained by pitching the airfoil at a constant rate from a
zero angle of attack and steady-state flow conditions to an
angle of attack of 300 at the desired reduced frequency and
freestream Mach nu, ?r. For the case where ramp motion was
imposed, the reduced frequency k is given by k=&c/2U. where &
is the constant pitch-up rate. In terms of nondimensional
quantities k=w/2M, or w=2kM3 =constant, and a(t)=+(c )4t,
where in this study a O0 and ctl=3 0 0 and w=&(t). A summary of
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the computed results for the rapidly pitching airfoils is
provided in Table 3.
TABLE 3. PEAK LIFT COEFFICIENTS
n- I
AIRFOIL Mach Reduced Peak Angle of
No. Frequency C1  Attack
0.3 .01 1.90 19.40"
N0012 .02 2.10 23.400
0.4 .01 1.97 21.080
.02 2.24 25.210
0.3 .01 1.84 18.500
N0012-63 .02 2.09 23.000
0.4 .01 1.93 20.600
.02 2.22 25.000
0.3 .01 1.65 15.800
N0012-33 .02 1.94 19.60'
0.4 .01 1.74 17.100
.02 2.09 23.150
A general observation on the computed solution is that the
modified NACA 0012-63 airfoil exhibited comparable lift
behavior to the baseline NACA 0012 airfoil. A slight angle of
attack versus lift curve shift was observed between the two
airfoils at all reduced frequency/Mach number combinations.
However, for the same flow parameters the NACA 0012-33 airfoil
consistently underperformed the larger leading edge radius
airfoils. The difference in the unsteady lift behavior with
increasing angle of attack resulted from the different flow
character at the leading edge region as will be shown later in
detail. In the following sections, detailed comparison of the
lift behavior of the three airfoils 'is presented at the
various flow conditions. The flow characteristics and the
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development and progression of the dynamic stall process are
examined. The effects of reduced frequency and freestream
Mach number are also discussed.
B. LIFT BEHAVIOR
1. Harmonically Oscillating Airfoil
Although hysteresis loops characteristic , an
oscillating airfoil undergoing dynamic stall were observed for
reduced frequencies of both 0.1 and 0.2, agreement with
experimental results varied. At a reduced frequency of 0.1,
the response agreed well with McCroskey's experimental results
(Figure 10) during the upstroke. Maximum lift coefficient was
1.52 at an angle of attack of 15.80. The lift behavior
continues to agree well with the experimental data during the
upstroke of the hysteresis loop and during the initial part of
the downstroke. As the downstroke continues and the flow
reattaches, however, the numerical solution displays signifi-
cantly greater oscillations in lift coefficient compared to
experimental data, which were obtained as an average over
several cycles of oscillation.
At a reduced frequency of 0.2 (Figure 11), the numeri-
cal solution exhibited a much smaller hysteresis loop than the
respective experimental data. In this case, maximum lift
coefficient in the numerical sclution occurred just prior to
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immediately. Maximum lift coefficient at k=0.2 was only
slightly higher than at the k=0.1 case.
The lack of agreement with experimental data at a
reduced frequency of 0.2 and during the flow reattachment
process at k=0.1 may be indicative of the poor behavior of the
eddy-viscosity model (which is suitable for steady flows).
Higher values of the reduced frequency resulted in larger
discrepancies from the measured lift values.
2. Rapidly Pitching Airfoil
Lift coefficient vs. angle of attack comparison of the
three airfoils is presented in Figures 12-15 for the Mach
number/reduced frequency combinations listed in Table 2. For
the same flow parameters, all three airfoils have nearly the
same lift curve slope until the onset of dynamic stall. Along
with the aforementioned angle of attack shift of the lift
curves between the NACA 0012 and -63 airfoils after stall
occurs, the peak lift coefficients for the NACA 0012 airfoil
are slightly higher than for the -63 airfoil. The peak lift
coefficient for the NACA 0012 occurred 0.2 to 0.9 degrees
angle of attack higher than the peak CL for the -63 airfoil
for the same flow conditions. With both airfoils having the
same leading edge radius, the small difference in performance
may be attributed to the slightly thicker contouring of the
forward part of the baseline NACA 0012 airfoil (Table 1).
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The maximum lift coefficient obtained with the NACA
0012-33 airfoil was lower than that obtained with the other
two airfoils and occurred at 1.8 to 4.0 degrees lower angle of
attack. At a reduced frequency of k=0.01 and freestream Mach
number of 0.3, the initial leading edge vortex originated at
an angle of attack of 120 for the -33 airfoil. Under the same
flow conditions, formation of the vortex occurred at 17* and
.16.50 for the baseline 0012 and -63 airfoils, respectively.
Similar differences occurred at all other flow conditions
investigated. The smaller leading edge radius of the NACA
0012-33 airfoil promoted earlier development of the dynamic
stall vortex from the leading edge upper surface.
As will be shown, the dynamic stall vortex originates
as a result or the combination of the accelerated flow over
the leading edge with the boundary layer reverse flow behind
the leading edge. An adverse pressure gradient is encountered
by the flow as it passes the suction peak just downstream of
the airfoil leading edge. This adverse pressure gradient
causes flow deceleration just aft of the suction peak, leading
eventually to the boundary layer separating at a critical
value of the adverse pressure gradient. The momentum of the
flow, however, is increased as the flow accelerates around the
leading edge and opposes the tendency of the flow to separate.
Eventually, depending on the airfoil shape characteristics,
the boundary layer separates, reversed flow occurs, and
combines with the freestream to form th& leading edgc vortex.
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As observed in this investigation, the size of the
leading edge radius is of primary importance in determining
the angle of attack at which the boundary layer separates and
rolls to form the dynamic stall vortex. For the same flow
parameters and angle of attack during pitch-up, the critical
pressure gradient for flow separation occurred earlier on the
airfoil with smaller leading edge radius (NACA 0012-33).
Stated otherwise, at a given angle of attack during pitch-up,
the adverse pressure gradient aft of the suction peak is
greater for the smaller leading edge airfoil.
The contouring of the forward part of the airfoil is
of secondary importance in alleviating development of the
adverse pressure gradient. The effect of contouring is
indicated by the slightly earlier development of leading edge
reverse flow on the NACA 0012-63 airfoil compared to the
baseline 0012 airfoil.
In summary, enlarging the leading edge radius and
thickening the contouring of the forward part of the airfoil
results in decreasing the adverse pressure gradient encoun-
tered by the flow, with resulting delay in separation. This
is shown graphically in Figures 16-20 where instantaneous
streamlines are shown for the three airfoils at the same 17*
angle of attack, 0.4 Mach, and k=0.0l. Reversed boundary
layer flow has just begun on the NACA 0012 airfoil aft of the
suction peak, whereas initiation of the dynamic stall vortex
has already occurred on the NACA 0012-63 airfoil which has
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thinner contouring. The NACA 0012-33 airfoil with the small
leading edge radius has a fully developed dynamic stall vortex
arid is 0.60 angle of attack prior to dynamic stall. A
detailed discussion of the vortical flow development follows.
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Figure 20. Instantaneous Streamlines, NACA 0012-33, M=0.4,
k=0.01, t=l 7 *
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C. VORTEX FLOW DEVELOPMENT
1. Rapidly Pitching Airfoil
The development of the vortical flowfield as the angle
of attack is increasing follows a consistent, general sequence
of events. This sequence of events requires examination of
the variation of several flow quantities as angle of attack is
increased. Figures 21-33 illustrate the flow development
stages using the velocity vector field, the pressure, and
vorticity field contours for the NACA 0012-63 airfoil at M=0.4
and k=0.01. Figures 34-47 display the associated surface
pressures and temperatures of the developing flow.
Initially, smooth streamlined flow is observed over the
airfoil leading edge (Figures 21-22). As angle of attack
increases beyond a certain critical limit depending on
p Itching rate, freestream Mach number, airfoil shape, and
Feynolds number, small reverse flow regions develop on the
upper surface aft of the suction peak and forward of the
trailing edge due to the adverse pressure gradients encoun-
tered by the flow. Figure 23 shows the reversed boundary
layer flow near the airfoil surface. Figure 24 displays the
developing leading edge vortex.
The developing vortex forms on the upper surface just
aft of the leading edge as a result of the combination of the
accelerated flow near the suction peak and the reverse flow
t aft of the suction peak. It is observed that the dynamic
stall vortex initiates as a separated flow bubble, and rapidly
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grows in size to form the characteristic leading edge dynamic
stall vortical structure as the angle of attack increases.
During this initiation process the primary vortex has a oval
shape and becomes more rounded as the angle of attack increas-
es. Figure 25 shows the oval dynamic stall vortex taking
shape. Figure 26 displays the relative strength of the
developing vortex.
The vortex grows in size and strengthens, becoming
approximately circular as angle of attack increases, and moves
away from the airfoil. Figure 27 shows the development of the
vortex as it moves downstream. Passage of the dynamic stall
vortex over the airfoil surface induces reverse velocities a:nd
significantly contributes to the development of reversed
flows. A secondary vortex originates near the leading edge
and also grows as angle of attack increases. Figures 28 and
29 show the development of a secondary vortex as the primary
vortex moves downstream and promotes reverse flow over the
whole upper airfoil surface.
At the trailing edge, flow separation is initiated
at approximately the same time as at the leading edge, and a
riessure gradient exists between the lower and upper surfaces.
The upper surface reverse flow combines with the high pressure
flow from the lower surface to form a counter-clockwise vortex
at the trailing edge shortly before dynamic stall occurs.
Figures 30 and 31 show the developed trailing edge vortex 0.60
angle of attack before peak lift coefficient is obtained. As
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the primary vortex grows and moves downstream past approxi-
mately 60-70% chord, dynamic stall occurs, usually accompainied
by development of a small, tertiary vortex at the leading
edge. Figures 32 and 33 display the position of the dynamic
stall vortex 0.40 angle of attack after attainment of peak
lift coefficient.
By this time, the primary vortex is centered at a
distance greater than the airfoil maximum thickness from the
airfoil and combines with lower surface high pressure flow to
energize the counter-clockwise vortex at the trailing edge.
With further increase in angle of attack, the airfoil
enters the deep stall regime, and the freestream flow has no
effect on the upper surface flow characteristics. In this
case, the aerodynamic behavior of the airfoil is greatly
determined by the vortical flow field formed by the shed
vortices, and the strength of the vortices themselves deter-
mine the flow over the upper surface. Figures 48 and 49 show
the NACA 0012-33 airfoil in deep stall at 0.3 Mach, k=O.02,
a=22. 0 * and demonstrate that the vortices can combine to form
a large vortical region and entrain other secondary flows. In
this case a counterclockwise vortex was formed between the
paired primary and secondary vortices and the airfoil.
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Figure 26. Vorticity Contours, NACA 0012-63, M=0.3, k=0.01,
a=17 .00
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Figure 49. Vorticity Contours, NACA 0012-33, M=0.3, k=0.02,
ct=22 .0 °
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2. Harmonically Oscillating Airfoil
The process of vortical flow development at tht ]eadling
edge during the upstroke is similar to that of a rapidly
p1tching airfoil examined in the previous section. Although
the pitching rate is not constant in the case of the harmoni-
cally oscillating airfoil, boundary layer separation and
vortex development and shedding also occur during the up-
stroke.
The flow reattachment process during the downstroke
involves the shedding of the large primary vortex into the
wake and the diminishing intensity of the trailing edge
vortex. Prior to the downstroke, the combination of the large
clockwise primary vortex and the counter-clockwise trailing
edge vortex cause extensive reverse flow, even outside the
boundary layer, over the airfoil upper surface aft of 30%
chord (Figure 50). As the angle of attack decreases further,
flow over the leading edge upper surface rapidly reattaches,
while the primary vortex is centered above the trailing edge
(Figure 51). With further reduction in angle of attack, the
primary vortex moves downstream of the airfoil, and the
trailing edge vortex diminishes (Figure 52). Reverse flow at
this time exists only on aft portions of the airfoil. As the
angle of attack approaches 10-110, the primary vortex has been
swept downstream, the trailing edge vortex has diminished, and
smooth, attached flow is established over the upper surface
kFigure 53).
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Figure 53. Velocity Field, NACA 0012, M=0.3, k=0.1, a=10.0*
downstroke
D. REDUCED FREQUENCY EFFECT
AL a given Mach number thr three airfoils exhibited higher
peak lift coefficients at respectively higher angles of attack
at a redxlced frequency of k=0.02 when compared to tnat of
k=.01. Lift curve slopes for a given airfoil at the two
reduced frequencies were nearly identical to the point of
initia' flow separation and subsequent dynamic stall at
k=0.01. Lift coefficient at k=0.02 continued increasing,
showing the increase in unsteady lift with higher pitching
rate. The effect of increasing the reduced frequency at a
freestream Mach number uf 0.3 is shown in Figures 54 and 55
for the NACA 0012 and NACA 0012-33 airfoils, respectively. At
the higher reduced frequency ofL 0.02, formation of the primary
vortex occu;-red at angles of attack 0.7' to 1.6' higher than
at a reduced frequency of 0.01 in all cases. As a result, the
i,tire vortical flow development was delayed to progressively
higher angles of attack. Dynamic stalling angle occurred 4.00
in 4.80 higher at the higher reduced frequency and he
resulting peak lift coefficients were 15-20% higher compared
' the k=0.01 cases (Table 3).
Experimental work by Chandrasekhara and Carr [Ref. 3]
using the NACA 0012 airfoil demonstrated the same trends,
wherein a higher red iced frequency resulted in retaining the
vortex above the airfoil to higher argles of attack, thereby
delaying dynamic stall.
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The effect of the increased pitching rate in delaying the
o set of dynamic stall and increasing the unsteady I if i may
prove to be of practical operational benefit as knowledge of
the details of the flow development increases.
E. EFFECT OF FREESTREAM MACH NUMBER
The effect of increasing freestream Mach number from 0.3
to 0.4 resulted in slightly displacing the lift curve upward
for the higher Mach number. The slope of the lift curve was
unchanged. However, for a given angle of attack, a very
slight increase in lift coefficient was observed at the higher
Mach number before the onset of dynamic stall. Figures 56 and
57 show the effect of increasing Mach number for the NACA 0012
arid 0012-33 airfoils at a reduced frequency of k=0.02. Flow
at a Mach number of 0.4 resulted in slightly higher peak lift
coefficients than at M=0.3. In addition, the peak lift
coefficient at M=0.4 occurred 1-2* higher angle of attar:]: than
at M=0.3.
The initial development of reverse flow regions and
vo'ticity was largely independent of Mach number for a given
airfoil in that the primary vortex originated at approximately
the same angle of attack for the two Mach numbers. Subsequent
growth of the primary vortex and development of the secondary,
tertiary, and trailing edge vortices are delayed to slightly
higher angles of attack at M=0.4 compared to the M=0.3 case.













Elaterinaris [Ref. 11] found that for the SSC-a90 airfoil
with 9% thickness ratio, increasing Mach number from 0.2 to
0.4 resulted in decreasing both lift coefficient and dynamic
stalling angle of attack at a reduced frequency of 0.01. The
experimental work by Chandrasekhara and Carr [Ref. 3] using a
harmonically oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil also showed that
increasing Mach number reduces the angle of attack at which
dyiiamic stall occurred. Further experimental and computation-
al investigation is required at comparable pitching rates to
ascertain the accuracy of the computational model used at
compressible flow Mach numbers. Further investigation into
the influence of airfoil thickness ratio on Mach number
effects is needed.
F. PRESSURE GRADIENT AT FLOW SEPARATION
The peak pressure gradient observed at initial flow
separation occurring aft of the leading edge was investigated
for the three airfoils at the reduced frequencies and Mach
numbers listed in Table 2. Figure 58 displays a plot of
streamwise pressure gradient along the airfoil chord for the
NACA 0012-63 airfoil at different freestream conditions. The
figure shows that, for the same airfoil, the peak pressure
gradient encountered by the flow at initial flow separation is
independent of freestream speed or pitching rate. Similar
results were obtained for the other airfoils. Figure 59 shows
the streamwise pressure gradient for the NACA 0012-33 airfoil.
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Figure 60 displays pressure gradients at initial flow
separation angle of attack for the three airfoils at the
freestream condition of 0.4 Mach and reduced frequency of
k=O.01. The peak pressure gradient observed at the instant of
flnw reversal was higher for the NACA 0012-33 airfoil than for
the airfoils with larger leading edge radius. Similar results
were obtained at other freestream conditions. The streamwise
location of the peak pressure gradient for the NACA 0012-33
airfoil was slightly upstream of that for the NACA 0012-63
airfoil as shown in Figure 61. The higher peak pressure
gradjient observed for the NACA 0012-33 airfoil is an indica-
tion that flow momentum near the surface is higher around the
smaller leading edge radius. The higher flow momentum
combined with tlie relatively upstream location of the peak
pressure gradient and sharper flow turning angle cointineC to
cause the magnitude of the peak pressure gradient for the NACA
0012-33 airfoil to be 33% greater than that of the IACA
0012-63 airfoil. Thus, the critical pressure gradient
rerluired for flow reversal is dependent on leading edge
radius, in that a smaller leading edge radius increases the
peak pressure gradient at flow reversal.
qhe streamwise location of flow separation is, in tvrn,
dependent on the location of the peak pressure gradient. The
actual location of flow reversal on the airfoil surface
oc(curred 3.0-1.5% chord length downstream of the location of
the peak pressure gradient as shown in Figure 61. This delay
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is attributed to the time lag in the aerodynamic response to
thf- rapid increase in pressure gradient. The more down trea
location of the peak pressure gradient of the NACA 0012-63
airfoil caused a similar relative location of the position of
initial flow reversal compared the NACA 0012-33 airfoil.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
I. The results of the unsteady flow so'utions displayed good
agreement with the experimental re ults for the harmoni-
cally oscillating airfoil at a reduced frequency of 0.1
and Mach number of 0.3. At a higher reduced frequency of
0.2, however, 'he agreement with experimental results was
poor during the downstroke.
2. The leading edge geometry of an airfoil was found to have
a significant effect on the development of the vortical
flowfield and dynamic stall characteristics of the
airfoil. Of primary importance is the size of the
leading edge radius. A larger leading edge radius delays
development of the adverse pressure gradient necessary
for boundary layer separation and eventual vortex forma-
tion. Of secondary importance is the contouring of the
airfoil aft of the leading edge. Thicker contouring
forward of -he location of maximum thickness conti'ibutes
to delaying flow separation.
3. The effect of increasing the pitching rate of the airfoil
is to enhance unsteady lift by delaying vortex formation
to a higher angle of attack. The flow solutions present-
ed in this study on the effects of reduced frequency are
in good agreement with trends observed in experimental
work.
4. The streamwise pressure gradient required for flow
separation is a function of airfoil leading edge radius
and is independent of reduced frequency or freestream
speed.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Conduct further experimental and computational investiga-
tions to compare Mach number effects on flow development
and dynamic stall. The investigations should be conduct-
ed at comparable Mach and Reynolds numbers.
2. Investigate the effect of airfoil thickness ratio on
dynamic stall.
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3. The understanding of harnessing the unsteady lift
generated by rapidly pitching airfoils is only part of
the knowledge required for practical implementation.
Further investigations must include examining pitching
moment development and how to minimize the adverse
pitching moments produced.
4. Conduct further computational work at higher reduced
frequencies and Mach number to check the validity of
using this eddy--viscosity model at those flow conditions.
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APPENDIX A - USING THE PROGRAM
A. THE NAVIER-STOKES CODE FOR GENERATING FLOW SOLUTIONS
The main program NSE2D (listed in Appendix B for refer-
ence) reads input data as supplied by the input file NSE.Id,
the grid files fort.11 or fort.21 as appropriate, and the flow
fi, fort.31. The program forms the metrics and the Jacobian
h'; calling the METRIC subroutine. After calling the SLPS
siJbroutine to perform the computations, the main program
outputs the rotated grid and the flow solution to thr' file
fit.20, and outputs the data of lift, drag, moment and
pr,.ssure cuelficients, time, angle of attack, and rotatjurnal
frequency to the loads file fort.3.
Tlio su.routine SLPS is the primary subroutine, and it
calls other subroutines to perform the steps in the ADI
algorithm. The major subroutines that SLPS calls are:
-ubroit ine Function
1,ATRIX1,MATRIX2 Form block tridiagonal matrices foi: thie
and n directions
AMATl, AMAT2 compute coefficient matrices aF/'(3& and
STRESS supplies the viscous terms
DISSIP adds fourth-order dissipation terms to
the right-hand side of the Navier-Stokes
Equations
EXPBC applies boundary conditions
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RES1 computes residuals from inviscid part of
equations
EDDY applies Baldwin-Lomax model
B. DIRECTIONS FOR EDITING INPUT FILES FOR THE PURPOSE OF
GENERATING FLOW SOLUTIONS
1. Generating a Grid
Initially, a grid must be generated as described in
Chapter III in order to compute the flow about the airfoil in
question. For this, it is necessary to use the AIRFGR.F
pr -gUram. With the rectangular coordinates of the desired
airfoil, edit the input file AIRFGR.IN using the "ex" or the
"vi" editors. Ensure that enough points are defined in
regions of high curvature such as the leading edge regions.
Then ensure that no fort.21 file exists by renaming or
deleting it. At this time, run the grid program by typing
AIRFGR < AIRFGR.IN
After the program has run, ensure that the grid is satisfacto-
ry by running PLOT3D. It may be necessary to define more
coordinate points to ensure leading edge radius definition,
upper or lower surface curvature, or trailing edge closure.
Accuracy of trailing edge closure will determine wake thick-
ness. The AIRFGR.F program is listed in Appendix C for
reference.
2. Rotating a Grid
The grid generated in part 1 is for a zero degree angle
of attack. Often it is desired to compute a steady flow or to
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start an unsteady flow at an AOA other than zero. In order to
do this the ROTGR.F program must be used. It is necessary to
edit the ROTGR.F program and set the desired rotated grid
angle by changing the al value in line 10. After the program
has been edited, then:
1. Compile ROTGR.F by typing "cf77 rotgr.f".
?. Compiling ROTGR.F results in an output file named a.out.
Move a.out to rotgr by typing "mv a.out rotgr".
3. Execute the program by typing "rotgr".
. The output file produced by rotgr is fort.12. It
coail~sce the desired grid rotation. Copy fort. 1. to
fort.11 or fort.21 as necessary for future flow solu-
The commands within the quotation marks should be typed, not
,uotation marks themselves. Upper and lower case are not
:2-portant.
3. Steady-State Solutions
Ensure that the grid is rotated to the desired argle
of attack of the flow solution (part 2) . The rotated grid
hvuid be copied to the file fort.21. The fort.21 fLil:? must
hlve the grid rotated to the desired angle of attack tor the
steady-state solution!
Modify the NSE.IN file as follows:
line 2:
- set desired computational time interval (DT)
- set ALFA, ALFAI, ALFAI to zero
- set REDFRE to desired reduced frequency
- set AMINF to desired Mach number
line 8:
- set number of time steps (ISTP); usually 3000 are neces-
sary for convergence at AOA*O. In order to run interac-
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tively and not exceed time limit, set ISTP=1000 and run
three times.
line 10:
- ensure that XREF=0.25
- set TSHIFT=O.0
- set REYREF to desired Reynolds number
line 14:
- For initial run, set RESTART OSCIL RAMP as FALSE TRUE
TRUE. To restart (2nd and 3rd runs), set TRUE TRUE FALSE
line 22:
- Set time to 0.0 for Ist run. Set to preceding run time for
restart.
To run interactively and observe output as it develops, type:
NSE < NSE.IN
To run in the background, type:
NSE < NSE.IN > NSE.OUT
When the run is finished the last time step solution will
consist of grid and flow solutions in file fort.20. It will
be necessary to separate the grid and flow solution to restart
the second run. The command "SPLIT20" will move the grid
solution to fort.11 and the flow solution to fort.31, and will
display the final run non-dimensional time. When restarting
the second run, modify NSE.IN line 14 to RESTART=TRUE. A
restarted solution uses grid file fort.11 and flow file
fort.31. Set time in NSE.IN to time specified for the
previous run when SPLIT20 was executed. Execute the next run
by the desired method as before.
After convergence, save the grid and flow files
(SPLIT20 to fort.11 and fort.31).
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4. Unsteady Solutions
Both oscillatory and ramp (constant pitch rate)
solutions can be obtained by the NSE.F program. One must
ensure that the desired steady state initial angle of attack
grid and flow solutions are obtained. The input file )V$E.ii i.
modified as follows:
line 2:
- set time interval, freestream Mach number and reduced
frequency, where k=hc/2U. for ramp solution and
k=wc/2U for oscillatory solution.
- For rarmp response: set ALFAT to steady-state ii,1, a]
conditits; ALFA, ALFAI are unused.
- For o!scIlatory response of form a=a 4-a .njri(Ot) , set
ALFA.-, ALFAI=a., ALFAI=(aC-oc,) since response will start
at min ft.
2. 1ne 8
-- set ISTP 6000-12000 depending on length of response
desire,3.
ne 10:
-et REYREF to desired Reynolds number.
- set XREF=O. 25
!-et TSUIFT = -- 0.5 so that response starts al min a which
is 1/'4 cycle (--/2 time shift as a= a + o. sin( t- .2)
from mean a.
liife 14:
- set RESTART to TRUE
-- set OSCIL to TRUE for oscillatory response (else FALSE)
- set RAMP to TRUE for ramp response (else FALSE)
ine 19:
- Program flow solution outputs can be selected for various
angles of attack desired. Select desired AOA solutions
by listing them multiplied by 100 (i.e. 11 degrees as
1100). The outputs are listed as files fort.61 through
fort. 72.
line .
- Set time to 0.0 for initial run. For restart set time to
the fort.20 output from the last timestep of the last run.
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Run the program by submitting it as a job to the queue
by typing "qsub -it 7200 subunst". The subunst file is a
command file which will order the steps for the Cray when the
job number comes up in the queue. With at least 1 1/2 hours
in computation, go run 5 miles, eat lunch, or play with the
Ucds. Upon returning, check on queue status by typing "inqs".
If no entries, the run is finished and you can split the
output files and continue, if desired.
Any of the output files fort.61 through fort.72 and
forit.20 can be split into grid solutions and flow solutions
for further analysis. Fort.20 file must be split to continue
the response at further angles of attack, and to use the run
time as the next run NSE.IN input in line 22. For continuous
r-;mp or oscillatory responses, it is riot necessary to reset
ALFA, ALFAI, ALFAI, or RESTART; it is only necePs.ary to reset
desired AOA solutions to be recorded (line 19) and] the time.
5. Example
As an example, to run an oscillatory solutioil for
a -O 7sin(t) , it is necessary to get a steady flow solution at
e=3' (3=10-7). The grid developed for the airfoil musc be
rotated to 30 using the ROTGR.F program and input to fcrt 21.
At this time a steady-state solution is obtained by modifying








RESTART OSCIL RAMP FALSE TRUE FALSE
XREF 0.25
TSHIFT 0.0
Run the program by typing " NSE < NSE.IN ( >NSE.OUT) "
After 1000 timesteps, issue the command SPLIT20, so that the
files fort.11 and fort.31 will be opened. Edit NSE. IN with
the SPLIT20 time and set RESTART=TRUE. Run the program again,
and then a third time, ensuring convergence (in lift coeffi-
cient, drag coefficient, etc.) Save the final fort.11 and
foi't.31 files.










jal. ia2, ... ial2 as desired
Run the program by issuing the command "qsub -it 7200
subunst". After completion, save the output files (fort.61
through fort.72) and fort.20. Do a SPLIT20, note time and
AOA, then input TIME into NSE.IN for further runs.
Graphs of the output files may be obtained by using the
p ot program PLOT3D. Observe output files (for example
fort.65) and graph by typing the commands: "split" and then on
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the next line "65". Outputs will be in files fort.11 (grid)
aiid fort.31 (flow) which are read into the PLOT3i input.
A typical NSE.IN file for the unsteady solution of the
example problem at k=0.02 and M=0.4 would be as follows.
IMAX KMAX DT WW ALFA ALFAI ALFAI REDFRE AMINF
157 58 0.005 2.00 10.00 7.00 3.00 0.02 0.40
ISPEC (FLAG FOR CHOOSING DIFFERENT SPECTRAL RADIUS)
3
WW2X, WW2Y, WW4X, WW4Y (EXPLICIT DISSIPATION COEF. FOR X AND Y)
0.00 0.00 0.030 0.030
ISTP NPER NOUT RES STRUNST
9000. 18000. 1000. 100. 0.
REYREF DMIN XREF TSHIFT
4.00 0.00002 0.25 -0.5
TSTAR1
-1.0
RESTART,MULTIGRID OPTIONS SPECIFIED IN THE NEXT CARD
TRUE TRUE FALSE




0300 0400 0500 0600 0700 0800 0900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400




-4 SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 1/09 AE










3- COM00N/PAR,/GAMMA ,REYREF ,ALFA, ALFAL REDFREANINF , LFAILZ4 OHQN/DCF.ID"nT. I-A .110,*ITEL, ITEU





DIMENSION DPBO) Ii, X)
2" COMMO/INITI/UINF,VINF3 COMMON/DCLOG/CIRCOF
4 COMN/LOGCc/NSTRT ,PITC , RAMP
LOGICAL CIRCOR
6 LOGICAL RSTRT,PITCH,RAMP
7 CHARACTER ITITLE-808 CO4MON/TIIL/ITITLE
2g COMMON/L2%'O11v RESDL2)L0000)
PI - 4. * ATAN)1.)
C::PROGRAM SOLVES TWO-DIMENSIONAL VI SCOUS FLOW PAST ARBITRARY
C' GEOETRIES USING ADI PROCEDURE.
*774. c
iiC TAPES =FILE CONTAINING INPUT DATA
1 6.c TAPE: 0OLTPUT
7? c TAPES FILE ?BAT SAVES THE FLOW FIELD AT THE END OF A RUN
C IF THE CURRENT RUN IS A RESTART OF A PREVIOUS RUN, 'MEN
C TAPE7 IS I SED TO READ TEE FLOW FIELD INTO MEMORY
40j c
I1 C... READ INPUT DATA
_42C
43 READ * ,ITITLE
44 READ (5,1) TITLE
-. 5 READ)5,20(l)
- 461 READ(5,2) IKAS,EMIAX,DT.WW,ALFA,ALFA1.ALFAI,REDFREAMINF
148 C ISPEC - FLA(C TO SPECIFY DIFFERENT SPECTRAL RADIUS FOR SCALING
-49 IC RITE THE DISSIPATION
"'0C
-311 REA(5.20(l)52 READ)S,2) ISPEC
S3 READ)5,20C1)
--4 READ)5,22:1) N2X,W2Y,W114X,WJ4Y
SS C NSTP -NO. OF TIME STEPS TO BE DONE ON THIS SUN
-5; READ(5,20t1)
-8 S7 EAD (5,2.21) ENSTP,FNPER, FNOL'T,RES
-38! ~ NPR NI-ER
-59 NSTS' FNFTP
60 NOL'T *FN(LT
62 c REYREF- RIYNOLDS NUMBER IN MILLIONS
63 1c ONPILN - D:SIANCE OF FIRST POINT OFF TILE WALl.
!_6 C FOR REYNOLDS NUMBSERS UPTO 3 MILLION USE 0.0000565s C XREr - RE - ERENCE VAL.UE AT X-AXIS
66 READ (5,2(.01)
67i READ (5,2221) REYREF,D4MIN,XREF,TSHIFT
-68 TSBIFT -SHIFT *PI
69 REREAL - =EREF *1000000.
70 REYREF R EYREF I .E-06
71
-721 c TSTART -TIKE THAT THE CALCULATIONS HAVE BEEN ADVANCED
73 C UNTO THE PFEVIOUS RL'N. IF TSTART IS NEGATIVE TRIS VALUE IS
-74 C OBTAINED FROM THE TAPE 3.
jlj75 READ (5,2001)




-.4o READ (5,2000) RSTRT,P1ICH,RAMPI2 READ(5,20C01)
92 READ(S,2000) CIRCOR
33 2000 FORMAT(3L0 )14 r~ad(5,.) 1.1 .1.2 ,1a3 .1.4 . .5 a6,1, 1*8, tag, 1.10
.i1,i a 2,iul3,1a411
17 1' IF PITH) D PI / (NPER-REDrRE'AMINF)
- 8C NEGATIVE AETRZF MEANS INVISCID FLOW
C...  PRINT OUT THE INPU'T DATA
Nc WI -3. -WN
WRITE (6,4) TITLE
NUWITE (6,3) IMAI.RM).X,IT,VW,WI,ALFA,ALFA1.ALFAI,REDFRE,AMNF,XREF
o* 9. WRITE (6,f6) NPER, NSTP, NOLT
961 66 FORMAT(/,2,SNPER,1,5,5ESTP-,10,SX,SHNOU-,1H,/)
-97, IF(RETREF GT 0.) WRITE (6,3700) REYREF
99 RT8,7 'XW2,X4 N4
-1 67 FOM(6,7) WW2X,FB2Y 4I, SWW2YF.5X5N4,F4,
FO0MT1/,5BNW2-,F.4,55) 2-F.,I,1n4.F.,I
01 GAMqMA- 1. 4
102 ITEL - 31
103 ITEU : 133
104 C ILE (ITEU - ITEL )/2 4 ITEL
-106 'ccc CALL AHRFOL(ITEL,ITEU,ILE(1071 ecc IF(REYREF.GT.0.) CALL CLUSTR(OMMIN)
-108c
109 REALD)21) IMAXSEMAX
11, reed)21) ) ).)1,M X,1E A
C1 ...C STARTING CONDITIONS.
14 C--- DENSITY NORMALISED WITH RESPECT TO ROINF
IS C .. VELOCITIES NORMALISD WITH RESPECT 
TO ALNF
:16 C* .. TOTAL ENERZY WORMALISED WITH RESPECT TO) (ROENF*AINFIAINF)
118a TDTEN-AMINF-AMINr0. 5-1. / (GAMMA GAFA- 1.)
119 ALVA -ALFA *P1 130.
120 ALFAI N LFAI *PI 100
-~ SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 12/0 PACE g
-' Th ~ .~ nse2d.f TIE 11:46*4am 2
M-
LINE USOURCE TEXT
11 ALMEAN - ALTA
3_l25 1c ALFAs is SHE ANGLE OF ASUFOIL WITH RESPECT To FREESYREAI( AT &T~eDY-M!TZ
26 C Olt IN I&LJ POSITION OF UNSTEADY NOTSIN12~7 CIT SHOULD HE SET ACCORDING TO TEE TTW5 OF MO0TIlN
128 ALFAS -ALJ4EAN - &LFA1-cos~)
129 UINF -AMINF *COS(ALFA)
110 VINT AMINF SIN(ALFA)
-01 ;C =:if- aniat
-132 1c viaE - 0.0
f 33 1C call Z~tqxid( boax,Eua,miia
- 34i DO 7 11.,IMA3(







-13 READ (11) 1MAX , X
144 READ (11) ( (IJ1.), 1-1,IMAS 1-1,KMA) )
- Ct I Z(I,X), I-1,IMAM ), 1,EM3)
146 revibd 31
147 ~ READ (31) 3MMX , XMAS
48 READ (31) FSMACH. ALFhD, REREAL, TIME
149' READ (31) ( 01(1,1), I-1,IMAX ), 1,EMI(
150 6( 02(3,l), I-I,3MMX 3, 1,KMAX )
- 51 & 03)1,1), I11,IMAX ), 1,MAX)
152.1( 04(3,1), 1-1,IMAI ) 1-1,1MAX
- 54. C(5 if( time qgt. S00. )time - 0.
IS6; if( alfad eq. 0 ) ti~e - 0.
357 TSTART - TIME
Is& IF)TSTART.GE.O.) TIME - TSTART
I59, IF) .NOT.(RSTRT)) TIME - 0.
180 *RTE(6,68) TIME
-161 Go FORMAT(/.4OHTHE CALCULATIONS STARTED AT TIME T - Fl2.4,/)
__162 ASTART : ALTA . ALTAI - SIN( 2'REDFRE*AMINF TIME *TSHIFT(3 ASTART -ASTART 180S. / P1
-164 ]DONE TIE/T
165 RIE681) AST&RT, bONE
386 681 FORMAT(2 .1 OALFAS TART-, FI0. 4, SXSITERATIONS DONE,5X,16,/)
167 CALL METRIC
168 I1IN - (I TE -ITEL)/2 .ITEL
169 ILW - 2 - IMIN
170' CED - X(I-,EL,1) - X(IMIN,1)
171 . NSTPT - NSTP - NSTPP
1 72'C(73 IC------ )- STARTING FROM A STEADY-SATE SOLUTION AT CERTAIN ANGLE <Ako>
74C GIVE A TIME SHIFT (TISLIFT> TO START FROM Ao AND SET INITIALY
175 C TIME 0 ., KEEP T(SUET THE SAME TrHROUGH THE OMIT. CAICUL.
- :76: C
I77 ~ IF)( PITCH ) THEN
178 DTP -PI / (NPER'-REDFRE-AMINF)
*179 dt dtp
180' eodif
lei all acr - i / 9.
19(2 alfanox- almean -' alfa
19(3 IF) RAMP' ) READ (5,-) TIME
1841 DO 1000 ITN-1,NSTPIN85 TIME - TIYE * DIT
186' C
1897 c REDUCE THE TIME STEP TO RALF AT TILE PEAK OF THE CYCLE
In 'C
189 IF (PITCH) TEEN
(90 C
193 IF) ALTA .GT. ALFACR ) THEN( 92 DIT - DTP* 1. - .5'(ALFA-ALFACR)/ALFAMA9X-ALFACR)
193' ELSE
194 DTD-WT
1 95 END IF
1961 C(97 1 OMEGA - 2. REDFRE'AMINF *COS( REOFRE* 2. *TIME-APMINF -TSHIFT)(98 W -ALTAI
-199 M AOLD - ALMEAN I ALTAI SIN) 2. - REDFRE h MINF
200' l)TI ME -DT) - TSRIFT
-203 ALTA *AIMEAN - ALTFAI SIN) REDERF 2. *TIME *AMINF
203 1 *A ALFA *45. / ATAN1.) TH~




-2081 If (RAMP) THEN
209 OMGA -2 - REDFRE -AMINF
0 MOLD -OMEGA' ( TIME - T
_21 ALTA - OMEGA TIME
- 23 ALFAD - ALFA *45. / ATANI).)
_21 DALrA - ALTA -ADLW
- 234 CALL ftOTGPID)IMAR,KMAS,DALFA)
_235 CALL METRIC




-221 1 c APPLICATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
~222 C
*223 C CALL EXPBC)CL)
225 CALL LOADCL,CDP,CDF,CM.,ALFAs,IREF)




231 WRITE (6,13) ITN, TIME , DT
232 IF(PITCH OR. RAMP) WRITE (6,3500) ALFADOMEGA
-233 1c IF(1TW/SO'500O.EQ.ITN)CALL CPPWT)ITEL,ITEU,AM1NF,Xc1,l),Z(1,1))
234 C IF(ITW/4'J-4OO.tQ.ITN) WRITE)8,12) 3,FI,-,MS
21 1 WRITE (6,aO0G) CL , COP , CDT ,CM
7236: E140 If
237 TIMPI - T!IME / AMINF
238 IF(MT/50-50-EO 1TN) RI TE (3, 8000) TIME, ALFAD, OMEGA, CL, CDP, CDF, Cy.239: c XF(1IO/1000100.ZQ.)Th) THEN
240 C 00 100 IMIi( , ITE'
* - .~SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 1/20/90 PACE
- - ~ nse2d.f TIME 11:46.04 am
LINE eSOURCE TEXT
" lc- xCT,1) - 1(IOINl) /CEO
be 921(,70) C , PSUX(IL08W1) ,PSUR(T)
C MYTE:970o0) XIoc , cVIzww-x), ,F
SC 100 3YTI)E),0)
246, CHU TO CALCULAT TUE AVEURAGE VALUES Of CL, CD, CM
1-47, SCL - SCL - CL-
248 ~ SCDF - SCOT CDF
249 SCDP - $CDP CDIP
250 SCM - SCM 4CM
-5I CHU TO MEXT CO0 FOR USE& SPVCIFIED PLOTS1C DO0984 11,- IMAX
253 IC 10984 1INTAI
44C 904 D"0(T,113 -1.55 Q1(1,1) - DRR0)1,1)
T5 RES - IFTX(RES)
256 zrITN/IRES'IRES.EQ.xmN) THEN4
_257 IPWDT - ( NSTPP + ITN T RES
-. 250-1 ESD(TPLOT) - 0.
2S9 j CLBtIPLICT) -CL
_266 CDPBCIPLOT) - CDP
261, D 0965 9 1 IMAS
..162 00D 985 1 =1 ,IMAX
.263 1C M8 RZ&DcfPfLOT) -AMI(X(XESD(POTbDROI,X))
264 985 RESD)TPI) - RESDL2U.T()
265 ~ EDII
.266 1 CR0
:12671 II(ITN/NOUTMNOVT EQ0. ITN )TNEN
268! IF) ITN EQ. 1-NOUT TOUT =31
269 ~ IT( ITN EQ. 2*NOL'T )TOUT -32
27 ~ IF( 17W EQ. 3-NOUT 3TOUT 33
.271 1 IF( ITN EQ. 4'NOUT TOUT -34
-272 It( ITN EQ. 5-NOUT )TOUT 35
I7 F( ITN EQ. 6-NOUT )TOUT *36
274 IF) TIN EQ, 7-NOVT TOUT - 37
.275 , TI( TIN JQ. 8'NOU-T TOUT - 38
276 IF( ITN EQ. 9=NUT )TOUT =39
277 IF ( ITN EQ. Io'NOU' TOUT -40
27, IF( TIN EQ. 11-NOU-T ITOUT -41
-279' IF) ITN EQ. 12-NOUT T OUT =42
280 IF) ITN EQ. 13-N0UT )TOUT =43
281 IF( ITN EQ. 14-NOUT )TOUT =44
282 - IT'( TI EQ. 15-NOUT T OUT - 45
283 TF( TM EQ. 16-NOUT ) OUT7 - 46
284; C
285 Lout - 20
286 REWIND TOVT
287 WRTTE (TOUT) TMM , rAS
288, WRITE (TOUT) (IT,), T-1,TMAX ), 1,EMAX )
2 89 &) Z(I,E), 1-1,IMAX 9- 1,KMAX
290 WRITE (TOUT) TMASX , ENAX
-291 WRTTE (TOUT) NNT AT-TAD, REREA-, TTME
292 %RTTE (11,) OTiI,1), 1-1,IMAT ), 1,KMAX
293 6(02(1,!), 1=1lMAX 1 !1.AX
294 0 3ul,t), T=1,TMM ), 1EMAX

















3;2 1 £12* 1100
313 IF) T ALFAD EQ. £81 O.09
314, 111 :ALFA .. la2 OR.
315 TAT"FA EQ. £&3 O.09
316 d IATFAD EQ. £&4 O.09
3)8 FAAD EQ. £86 OR.
319, TAT-TAD EQ. £87 O.00
320 TAT-TAll EQ £89 OR.
321 TA LEAD EQ. £89 -OR.
-322 IATAD EQ. £&10 .0R.
123i XALEAD EQ. £811 .09.
3 4 : ALFAD EO. 1812 )THEN
32S: IF) IALrAD EQ. £81 ) AOUT - 61
3261 IF) TALFAD EQ. £82 ) AOUT - 62
11271 IF) IALFAD EQ. £83 )IAOUT - 63
328 IF IT ALTAD .EQ. 1*4 1 AOL'T - 64
329 TF( ITALFAD EQ. £85 ) AOUT - 65
-330 IF) IALFAD EQ, £86 )IAOUT - 66
33) IF) TALFA.D EQ. £:7 ) IAO-T - 67
33 2 IF) TAT-FAD XQ. £ 8 IAUT -68
33 IF) 1ALrAD EQ. £89 )IAOUT -69
3341 IF( TALFA.D EQ. Lalb ) AQUT -70
3! IF) IALFAD EQ. £811 IAOUT -71
3 136 IF) IALEAD EQ. £012 ) AOUT 713
-137 REWIND IAOUT
3 138 WRITE (IAOUT) 1)41. , XMA
339 WRITE (TADU:T) ) 11), T1I,TKAX 1-1,AX
340~ 1OK~ 21 1 -1,IM.AI 1-,, A
* 41 WRITE (IAOUT) THAI, KM"
342, WRITE TAOVT) AMINT, AT-TAD, REREAL, TIME
14j WRTTE (TAOUT) ))01)1,1). T-1,TMAX I, 1TEMAX344, & ) 2)T,t), 1-1,IMAI 1 1,!MAI I
345 & 0301,F), 1I,IMAX I, -TNAX





352 WRTTE '20) IMM , KKAX
353 WRITE (20) ) )1)19), 11TMAT ,1,K.I )
354 Z 1) 21.), I*1IMA'X ), 1,KMAX
355 WRIT! (2r) 1)4." I LIkl
356 WRTTE (20) AMINF, AT-TAD, REREA-. TIME
357 WRITE (20)) 01)l1). 1-1,TMAIk ), 1,MM)
358 6) 2).) 1-1,MAX 9, 1,f'.A1)
359 I 3(.) -lIIAX ). T=,EMAX
360 1 41.) -l.IM'AX ),m1l".AI-
UkI~f N I SOURCE PROGRAM DAE 12/0 PACE C




62 a lfa l 
al fa - ( iS/p i)
*3631 write)6,667) alfaf, time3641 667 foruotcl'bA4GLE OF ATTACK -,F15.10,5X,SETIME-,F10.4,//)
165 ~c
._366 c PRIN4T OUT VELOCITY PRAfILE
*367 c
36is bNITE(6,668)
369 668 FORMAT(/', 14X,23UX,141,2E0Z,J01,8ZDZNS0Ty ,6X,BRPREZSSURE,//)
..370 CI4UL A7N RYE
371 DO 40;0 I !F70,1~302F
372 £ - 0.
373 DO 4000 K - 2 , 20
374J S - S +SORT( ().-I.-))2+
37 Q 2(I,I)/Qll,g)
376 V 0 3(I,K)/QO(IK))
377 UTOT *U*U + V*V
378 P - (GAIOA-.) 04(1,X) -. *IIKUO
-- 19 WRITE (6,2002) I,K, U,71 Q O(I,K) ,P
380 4000 CONTINUF
38l C CALL2 OUTRVC(REREXL)
-382 STOP









3192 12 FORMAT(O(14,F1O.4))393 19 FORMAkT()







0) 3700 FORMAT) 5X,7UREYREF-,F20.4)
402 csooo FOMAT)2r"1O )
403 6000 FORKAT)Sf 14.8)





VSOURCE PROGRAM DATE 1/2l/90 PACE 9
T ise2dmf TIME I1IA6:04amr
LINE SSOURCE TFfl
49 SUBROUTINE AO4ATO(&I ZIG) IXIZtIT)
--C ......................................................................







49 ' COW4ON/PAR/AIA, lEYRE, AFlA,LSA) ,REDFRE * AMINE, ALFAI
0:o DIMENSION IIT(IX,I1),I(I1,IX),IIZ(Ix,1I)
of REAL. [0,11,12
-43C MAL COMPUTES TUE COPEIIEMT MATRIX BE/DO DURING XI SWEEP
s- Gi -GAMM4A - 1.
6 o 10001I- 2 , IMX1
10 * 11(1,1)
6' [1 11(1,9)
9' 12 - 11(14l)43o -02(I,1) 91Q(IK)
U42 ZY - 04(1,K) /Ql(I.t)
433 P312 - 0.5 *G1M1 - (V - U W W)K
-4a4 TWETA K 1 U -12 N
4S A(1, Al 10
438! P(1,4,4) 0
439 A(2,1,1) 91 P012 -U*THETA
4401 A(2,2,I; - 0~ THETA - 1 - (GfMI 1 .) *U
44j1 A(2,3,I) 12 U - CM). - Xl *
442 Ac2,4,I} 91 GM1
443 A(3,1,1) -12 *PB12 - N THETA
444 A(3,2.fl 1 W - 12 * MI - U
-445 A)],3,I) - 10 THETA - 12 - (CM1 1 .) W446 A(3,4,I) X 2 * CMI
447 A(4,1,I) -THETA - (2. P812 - GAMM4A - EHYR)
448 A(4,2,I) - 1 (GAMMA *EBYR - P812) - GMI U *THETA
449 A(4,3,I) 12 * (GAMY-A.- EBYR - P.12) - Gtl1 W THETA
450 A(4,4,I *0 AlGAftA THETA
lol100 CONTINUIE
4S3 END
LSOURCE PROGRAM DATE 1 /20/90 PACE 9
Snse2d.f 'nME 11,4f&4am6
LINESI SOt ftCE TEX
454 : SUIROUTINE AMATZ(IDU1,7.ETAX,LETAE,IETAT)
4S6 c*






463 , COM?4ON/At',A (4, 4,I1X)
464 COt9ON/PAR/GAO(A, REYHUF. ALFIA. ALUM, REP'Fi'E.AMINE,AAFrAL
465 DIXENSI-, ZETAZ~IY,111 ,ZETAZ(IX,CJl,ZETAT(11,)
46 REAL 10,11.12
.468] C...* AMAT2 COVtIE TH~lIE COEFCEOT MATRIX DY/DO DUBIN-c ETA SHEEP
,469 C
4Do D1000 r,2 , aM
472 70 - ZETAT(I,1)
4473 11 -ZETAZX(1,l9)
474 12 - ZETAZ(I,1)
475~ U -*02(1,1) /01(11l)
476, W - Q3(I,1( 01(1,1)
47, EAY - 04 (I1) /QI(I.1)
478 P312 -0.5 - 00(1 - (U - U' N *N)
479, THETA =l- 11 KU.2'-
480 , A(1,1.11 10
481 A(1,2,1) * 1
482 , A(1,3,9) 12
483 A(1,4,N) 0
484 , A(2,1,1,, K1 PE12 -U - THETA
485,; A:2,2,1) YO0 THETA - 11 - (00(1-1.) *U
*486! A(2,3,1) K'UV- GNO 11'N-
487 , A(2,4,1) V GMI
488 A(3,1,1) - . PH:2 - N THETA
499 A(3,2,1) F* 11* 2 - CR1 - V
490 AO3,1,) * 0 TOF;A -12 - (GM1-1.) W
491 A(3,4,F) 12 UM
492 A(4,1:.1) =THETA( * 2 *PF112 GA-A *EAS)R
493 A(4 2,1) K 11 * (GAA FB* EA P-?F.I) - CR) THETA
494 A)4,3,1) * 2 *(Gfl0e's FYP - 512) -l W1 N THETA




-- SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 1/20/90 FACE 9
I r g- nseUd1 TIME IIA64 Oam
LINE 9 SOURCE TEXT
499, SUBROCTINC SL S(1ThSPC
500 .... M ........ ... . . . ...... .....................




ca06 w. owi.l I, UI,02(zu, n) Q3(Zz,Kx) ,Q4)IXxU,





-1 1 COMON/TRtIDZ/EE(4,4,IX, El)
-313 COMMON/TRI D4/GG (4, 1X, EX)
-514 I COJO4ON/PARl/GANMA REYREFALFA,*ALFAl ,REDFRE AKIN', ALrAI15 CO40N/DGRID/DT, IMAX 114A1,ITELITEUJ
36j CfO4ON/GR 1D/YACO (I X, EX)
'37 QONM/D&P/WW, WWI , NH2X, ,N2Y, ,W94 X,NN4 Y






524 C- TIM SUBROLTIVE SEPS DOES INE SUI OF THE WORK Hal TIM ADl ALCORITEM.
- ...5 C* IT CALLS FLUX AND COMPUTES 1IGHT HAND SIDE DURING THE TWO SWEEPS,
326 c .. ASSEMBLIES THE COEFFICIENT NARICES, ADDS IMPLICIT 51)0 EXPLICIT
'.27 C-** DISSIPATION AND CALLS TEE TRIDIAGO4AL SOLVER TO OBTAIN THE FINALL
- S8~ C. SOLUTION.
39 1141 IMA 1
530 1142 *IMMS 2
531 D)1 KMASt 1
3532 KN2 - X 25- 33 C
534 1C ... TIE DISSI PATION TERMS ARE CONSTRUCTED AND STORED IN TOE ARRAYS DOI,





S40 ;C.. ON TOD 001.002,003 AND 004.
541 C .. TEE RIGHT HAITI SIDE AT KNOWN. TIME LEVEL IS WON COMPUTED AND ADDED
54. CALL HESI
543
544 DO 8999 X - 2 , FYI
S45 Ix, 8999 I - 2 ,INI
546 81199 DELTAT(IKI -
547 IF((REDFRL.LT.0.001).A2ID.I MEQ.I) THEN
548 DO I K2 EN.1
549 DO 1 1 2, It.
* 550 1 DELTAT)I,g) 1.0, 1. - SORT(ABS(YACOB(I,E))
s5 ENDIF
55S2 c
553 C .. IF VISCOUS FLOW IS COMPUTED THE VISCOUS TERMS ARE ADDED TO0 D01 ETIC. HERE.
S4C
-s C' TFIREYREF.' I.1 CALL STRESS(ITN)
556 C..I-SWEEP.
* 557: 0TH - DT :0.5
558 DTX - DT krNI
S59 DO 3 - 2 KM
560 CALL AMAAB(K,IMAZ-1.I,XI2,SIT)
561 DO0411 - 1,4
562 DO 4 12 - 1 ,4
563 . 0D 5 I - 2 IM1
S64 EE(11.12,1-1,1) - A(11,12,I-1) D TH *DELTAT(I,1)
565 DD(11,12,7-2,KI) - A(11,12,1-1) D TH *DELTATI,X)
566 . 5 CONTINUE
567 C 4 CONTINUE
S68c
£369 :c.. IMPLICIT DAMPING ADDED HERE .
570 c
571 D 06 1 -2 , I14
5S72 DTI SPECX(IJl) 0 Tw D ELTAT(r,X)
S73 0TN! 2. - SPECX(I,E) *YACOH(I,K) -DTW-DELTAT(IF)
574 DD(1,1,1-1,1) - DD(1,1,1-1,E) -DTI YACOB(I-1,K)
575 00(2,2,1-1,1) - DD42,2.I-lE) - T1 YACOB(I-1,1)
S76 DD(3,3,I-1,1) -DD(3,3,I-1,K) -DT1 *YACOB(I-1,R)
5'77 D4,4,1-S F9) - DD(4,4,I-1,I) -DTI YACOB(I-1,1)
S78; EE)1,1,I-I,F) -E,(1,l,I-l,K) DTI4 YACOB)I41,f)
S79 CE(2.2,1-1,E) - E2,,-1(-DTI YACOB41*1,K)
S80o EE(3,3,1-1,9) -EE(3,3,1-1,X) - DT1 *YACOB(I.1,1)
Sal ~ ~~ EE)4411K E4,4,1-1,K) - DT1 YACOB(I-1,E)
S2 M(1,1.1-1,11 1. D TNI
596! 6 CONTINUE
567 3 CONTINVE
5£61 009901 -2 ,EMl
3591 DO990 1 2 : IMI
590 0011,1-1,1) - 00(I.1) *DELTAT(I,9)
S91I GG(2,1-1,F) - 02(1,l) *DELTATJIJ)
592 GG(3,1-1,1) - 03(1,K) *DELTAT(I,1)
593 0(4.-I,1) 004)1,1) *DELTAT(1,9)S94 990 CONTINUE
59£ C
£S961 c PtSFORM BLOCK 1RIDIACONAL MATRIX INVERSION FOR TILE ENTIRE PLANE
57c£8 CALL MATRII)(IMAS,KJ',A)
S 99 DO0991 1 - 2 ,V41
600 DO 991 1 - 2 XI
.601 001(1.1) - GG(1,1-1,1)
602 002)s,g) - 00(11-1,1)
603 D0311,Y) - GG(3,1-1,9)
604 D04(l,1) - GG(4,1-1.9)
60S 991 CONTINUE
606 c
607 C 1-SHEEP BEG1INS HERE.
608 C
609 DO0 13 1 - 2 , SM1
610. CALL. AKAT2( I,ENAI-1 ,ZETAX,ZETAZ, ZETAT)
61) DO 15 11 1 ,4
812 DO 1s 12 *1 ,4
613 DO0151 -2 , 11(
614 EE1.I,,-)-A(11,12,1-1)'DTB DELTAT)I,g)
G) DIl1,sFl -A(11,12,91-DTH *DELTAI(I,K)
616 15 CONTINUE
617 ,c
61)8 .. C* on SE OND 0Ri DAKPING ADDED HERE.
-~SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 1/2090 FACE
UNE - , Tm 1-, nse2d.f TIMECI TIX ii4E *4a 8
61i9: C120 DO 161 K 3 ZX
-62 1 DTI - SPECY(I,.1( DTI * DELTATCXP)
-622 DIN! 2. *PECY I1) ACO(1,9( - DTWNDVLTAT(X,1)623 DD(1,1,1,1 DD(1,1,1,K I.) - DTI * ACO8(I,1-1l
_624 DD(2,2,1,9-1) -DD(2,2,1,1 1) - DTI YACOB(I '1-1)625 DD(3.2.I,9-1( DD(3,3,1,9 1) - DTI *YACOB ( I,-I )
- 626 DD(4,4,I,1-1) -DD(4,4,I,1 1) - Dli YACOs(I,K-l)
'627 EE(1,lI11 *E 1,,,11) - DTI TACO(I,141)
-628a EE(2,2.I,K1) EE112,2,1,9 1) - DTI rACOB(Z,11ll
629i EE(3,3.1.1-1( - EE(3,3,1,1 1) - DTI YACOB(I,1*1)
610 ZE(4,4.1,1-1) ZE(4,4,1,K-1) - DTI YACOB(I,1+l)
63 1 104l I I K-1) 1. 4 DlWIi
632 w( 2:21:K 1. 4 DlWIi
633 M 0(3.3,1,1-1 1. + DlWIi634 16 M(44,1,1-1) 1. 4 DlVIi
13 CONTINUE66 DO 17 K - 2 ,IM
'67 DO17 1 - 2,1141
GG(2,IK-l) D 02 (I I )
~6401 GG)3,1,1-1) - 03(1,1)
-641 1 "6(4, 1, -1) D04(I,K)
642 1 17 CONTINUE
_643 C
644 C PERFORN BLOCK TRIDIAGONAL kATRIX INVERSION FOR TRE ENTIRE PLANE1
'_64S C
646' CALL HATRX2(IMAX,KUU)
-647 D01:8K 2, w24
648 DO011 -2, 1
649; 001)1,1) -GG)1,I,K-1)
650 D02)1.1) - G2,1,K-1)
-651 j D03(1,9) - GG(3,1,1-1)
652 D04)1.1) -GG(4,1-1)
- 653 18 CO0ITIVUE
-654 C
-655 C- UPDATE FLOWl VA.RIABLES AT INTEJUOR POINTS.
66 ;7CONTINU~E657' R?4AX . 0.
.656 RUr-X . 0.
659 RVA( . 0.
6b0 EIIAJ . 0.
661 DO 995 1 - 2 K.14
662 DO 19 1 2 1
663 01(1.1 01(l 1) * Doi(1 YACOB)(II)664 0(,) 
-02(1,1 9 + 02(1 I YhCOB(I,1)66S 03011) -03(l,l) 0 03)1,1) *YACOB(I,1)
* 666. 04(1,F) -04(1,K) * D04)I,X( YACOB(l,t)
667 19 CONTINU:E
668 . D 995 1 2 , 1




673 RY'.AJ AI4AJl(RMAJIAS(D0i1I,1) *YACOB(I,Xf)
674' RV!.I - AMAJ1(RUMAA AS(DQ2(l,l) YACOB(1,Kf)675 RV',AI AKAXi(PV14AXABS)DQ3(1,K) YACOB)I.Il)
676' EIPAX -AMlAXl(EMAJI,ABS)D04)I,1( YACOB)1,1)II
677 995 CONTINUE
678 c






685' D0 9961 K 2, KMI
686; DO 996 1 2 11I.i
687z R12 - R12 - DOI(1.1(-2
..688' R112 - Rt L2 *D02(I,F1p2
689'g RVL2 - VL2 - D03(1.1)-2690 112 - E12 - D04(I,l)-*2691 996 CONTINUE
692 P1 L92/ IM2-142
'693 91'L2 RtL(2 /I 112-X12
69 RVL2 * P.12/ 114211.2
695 EL2 EL£2 / (112-KM2
696 P12 SCPT(RL2)
1"697 RUL2 *SQRT(RU12(698 RVL2 -SQ8T(VVL2)
691 L2 - 5(JT(EL2)
700 ~ RESDL2(1TN) - PL2
701 1F((ITN-l)/500-500.E0 )ITN-I)) WRITE (6,3002)
-7021 1F(ZTN/550.EQ.1TN) WRITE (6,3001) PMAI.RUP4AI,RVMAIE1kA,IR,KR703) 1711Th/S050.EQ.ITN) WRITE (6,6004) RL2 ,RUL2 RPVL2 E112




716'ERORA DATEITE 1/20/90 ACE60
CGO4N/Ti010D( TIM 11:0 am
7)9 S O'OO SOURCEE( TEXTI
-70 CUO#014T110 4/ GI(4IKX,K1X)
.. ,3C. SUBROUTINE PEH RS h IOTIWITWL A'X Y1ID471
72 Al * 1. I/D(4.1,,1,X
-73 GG(1,.K COO/ =I GG(4I,,1) *
REAL111,11 L [[(11,L2,L,1 L42L3I4,4
43 2,Lll,2,1,E) = EE1,,1) A
C3 AN ZONME PAEDRN E l V
7 ~ DOS1 11 1, 4
DO2 I0I.0 2 2, Kmll
'74 K(1, ) EEGG)1,,1) AT.,,) G1I11
-744 2: - 00(11.2,3,1) A G(,-l
746 2(131K -E1,31K ATI.,,)* G311K
...17 3DI,419 -EI,41K 001,.,1 G4,-
747 2 CONTINUE
748 DOS10 1 -21.4 -
7491 DOS 5 =1: 1 1
7C0 (I2) )0(1,1,K,) - DO(11 1 ) GBH(iI2- ,1
744 1 - DD(1,,,) H212-i)
52 2 - DO 11,3 1,13 * H(3,,I-iI
753 3 ~- DD(I14IK * E41-1,K(
.17 2 CONTINUE
75, '12 K): I757 WT. N- lf'2,,, DD,11,,
7581 i . i
152 12 DD1,319 A(1,,I21) Lii
.760 13 -D1,411 EB(1,3.1) Lii
761* C11 * 2i,K) * EE11I ,I
762 LIT - A(1,1,1)
763 13 - A(13,R) LI
764 L41 - A(4,1,9)
765 L22 -A(2,2,F) -L21 U 112
766 1.21 - 1. / L22
767 U723 - (A(2,3,K) - L21 U 13) L 21
768 1724 - (A(2.4,F) L21 U)14) L21
769 L32 -A(3,2,F) L 31 * 112
770 L42 - A(4,2,F) -L41 U712
771 L33 - A(3,3,1) L 31 U 113 - L32 U 123
772 * L31 : 1./, L33
773 1734 A (A3 4,K) L 31 * 114 -L32 U24) 1,31I
774 L43 - A(4,3,1) L 41 * 113 -142 U 123
775 . 44 -A(4,4,K) L 41 U 114 - L42 U 124 L 43 - U734
776 L41 - 1. /L44
777 17(1,1,1) - 1(1.1,F) *LIT
778 C(2,1.1) (C(2,1,1) -L21 * 1(1,1,1)) *121
779 17(3,1.1) -(1(3,1,1) -L31 C(1,1,7)
780 1 L 32 * 1(2,1,1)) L 31
761 C(4,1,1) =(C(4,1,1) L 41 *C(1,1,1) L42 -C)2.1,1)
782 1 - L, C(3.i1)) - 1,411
783 C(1,2,Y) - 171,2,F) *Lll
784 , C(2,2,K) *(C(2,2,K) L21 *C(1,2,K)) L21
785 C)3,2,1) -(1(3,2,1) L,31 * 1(1.2,1)
786 1 L32 *C(2,2,9)) L1
787 C)4,2,Y) -(17)4,2,R) L41 *C)1,2,F) L 142 - C)2,2,K)
788 1 - L43 C7)3,2,1)) 1 41
789 1(1,3,1) C(1,3,K) *LII
790 C(2,3,1) *(C(2,3,K) - L21 *C(1,3,9)) L 21
791 , C(3,3,9) (C(3,3,K) - L31 *C(1,3,K)
792 I - L32 *C(2,3,9)) L 31793 C(4,3,R1 (17(4,3,1) - L41 * 1(1,3,K) L 42 - C(2,3,1)
794 1 - L,43 *C)3,3,1)) - L41
795 C(1,4,1) C(1,4,1t) *LIT
-796 C(2,4,1I) (C7(,2,4:11) - L21 *C)1l,4 K)) L 121
C9 (3 4 IT) I )C 3 4, L31 C 1 4,E)
798 1 L32 C 1(2, 4, 9)) L 131
99 C(4,4,I) ( C(4,4,R) L 41 * 1(1,4,1) - L,42 - C(2,4,1)
800 1 - L,43 *C(3,4,K)) - L1
80) C(1,5,9) -C)1,5,1) *LIT
602 17)2,5,1) -(C7(2,5,9) L 21 C 1(1,5,9)) L 21
803 C7(3,5,1) (C(3,5,9) L 31 * 1(1,5,N)
8 04 1 - 132 * 1(2,5,R)) '-731
SOS C(4,5,9) -(C7(4.5,9) - L41 *C(1,5,F) - L42 - C(2,5,9)
806 1 - L,43 - C7(3,5,1)) - L4I807 C(3,1,1) - C(3,1,X) - U734 * 1(4,1,1)
so$8 C72,1,9) - 17(2,1,K) - 1724 *C(4,1,1)
809 , 1 -1723 *C(3,1,9)
all 1 - 1713 C 173.1,) - .)12 * 172,1,1)
812 17(3,2,1) - 17(3,2,K) - 1)34 * 1(4.2,1)
813 C(2,2,9) -17(2,2,F) - U1 C4:2:,
814 1 - U723 C (3 2,)
Ws5 C(1,2,I) - 1711,2,1) - U)14 * 1(4,2,1)
816 1 - 1713 C)3,2,r1) U 112 * 1(2,2,1)
817 C)3,3,F) - C(3,3,1) - 1734 *C(4,3,1)
Big C(2,3,K) - 17(2,3,1) - 1724 *C(4,3,K)
8)9 1 - 1723 17(3,3,1)
820 C 1(1,3,9) - ill3,) - U)14 * 1(4,3.,)
821 * 1 U 113 * 173,3,F) U 112 * 1(2,3,1)
822 C(3,4,1) - 17(3,4,1) U 134 *C(4,4,R)
823 C12,4,F( - 1(2,4,1) - 174 C(4,4,V)
8?A I -U123 * 173,4,1)
825 * 1(1,4,W) -C)1,4,F) U 114 *C(4,4,F)
826 1 13 * 1(3,4,r) - 12 7(2,4,1)827 17(3,5,R) - 17(3.5,F) U 134 C 1(4,5,1)
828 C12 5,11) - 12.5,F) U 124 17(4,5.1)
829 3 - 123 17(3,5,F)
SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 1/20/90 A~
nse2d.f TIME I 60 l 10
UNE 9 SOURCE TEXT
S3 ~ CC,,I (1, 5, ) I J14 C(4:5,I)
I 1U13 C 3 5,1 - U12 C(2,5,9)
32 3 CONTINUE
3- C
W DO0691 12 4
136! 9 GG(Xl1,S)J C(X1,l,K)
"7 DO06 2 1,4




:t)- C %&wiNA*o SUBfSTTUTION
4-iC I DO 7 1 - IMAX - 3,1,-1
DO6 07 11 - 1,4
-- V4- I- ER(II,2,1,K) *GG(2,141,F)
0o 2 - hEull,3,1,1) *GG(3,1+1,X)






as C SI SUBROUTINE lI O EEBOSIhD&CIA AEI VRSG20
861 DOAWE 100 K - ,kL-602
£89 CO1iONiID1- /DI,IK
00(1.2,1) * 0(2,K-i
$64 0O(11,iIK) * 00(3,1,1-i)
893 2 COHNTE 4 - 0(2,4,,1 * 0(,1,-
966 Coi,12,I)-) 4Ii,1, E,,K - Ii,K) * 3l(112,IK-
RM~~  ~ DDL1L3,4li2,3 , ,33,, B(31,iXi
-2,1,1,4,16K21,01,,1,4,1-i
903 i - AXi-i1
90 IN - 1.A Li1
908 1i -1 - 1,i 4
9097 DOi - IA -2,i114
911ig ii -A(2.2,1)- 121 01
_"O )i,3I LE(i * 13) A Ii
94 124 )Al,4, ) - Lii * 01) AIi
91O500 Fi - 3 2I -K -i * 2
887; D4O - 11-2X - 41 1
888i 133 2 1~,3I -2 i * 33 3 12
920 L1i- A,) - LIi * (iii - 142 * 1323
923 1~~iI -D1,2IK 0(1,1,1) * L
924 2,iI - 021,)-Li (1,,1.1) GG(,Li! I
- 95 O )3 12 - (01, -4 i 011!
8926 Do -I -i * 0(.,1)*
97 04,1,1)- - L(i * 01,1) - L4211,,K * (2,1, -)
__90 I(,,) - 022 - DD(* 01,2,)) * Lii ,1,-1
- 98) 0)3,2,!) - 10(,2,1) Lii 0)1,2,
C9422I DO 3 042 1 - ~ 2 0(12,! *1
935 C1I -,1. - L1.1 ) i
936 C12,iI -A (2,3, 1) 1 i ),,) i
906; U1,3 i - ( 3, ,1) 13 0132
938l 1 - A(2- (2,,1) 1LI
909 C)31) A ( ).31 -1) ~,3I 4 * 23
L940 1 A LTi * (,,) 4
941 L224,! A( 2)41) L2 L12
912 CL24 -. )Ci4I 22i*014,) i
94 U234, (A12 ,) L2 U13) L2014
914 4 A -4i I)_ 0)2,4,!)) L21
945 L344,)2 (4,4,! L3 1412 0142 13*024!
946; 14 -(,2I -4 L4 0),12) *
947 C33i, 3,- ,.) L3 L1i -L2 2
918 L31, . / L33 5! Li*015,) 2
949: C34 i,5 ,,I) - L1 - 1 L32 U24 C 1.
95) L45! -A ( 4,) - L4 U1 -),5! L4 U 423 0),5
921- L- -03,4I L1 U4 L4 U4 L403 ) - U3 4
923 ~ ~ ~ C011,4,C1,,1) L1
-C54 02,1,1) * C(21,1) - 21 C (1,1.1)) 2
9*5 0)1,1,1) -(C(1,1,1) - 1 041 )
C(41,) ((41,I 1 C(1),1,1) - L42 - C)2,11)
960 1 - L423 C(,,* -)L241
99 0(1,2,1) 0(1,2,1) -1,141 ~42I
962 1 132 C(2),2,1)) - 1Wr022!
934 1), 1 - L433,1 C13341) - L441
964 0),3,1) -C(1,3.1) 12 )43!
936i C23 1C 3I 1 C(1,3,1)) 2
966 0),3,1) 0)13,3,) 31 0)4,3,)
906 1 L32 C(2),3,1) - 1*023!
99 0)43,,) * 0) 3,) 1 0)4,,) L2-C23
97 --112 C(,,) 0)3,441
941 Co1,4.H) 0(1,4,!) -1,11* (.4 )
972 i(,4I -C24T 1 C)1,4,1) - L21*0(,4!
973 0)3,5,1) 0(3,,) 133 C0 14.,)
974 0251 -02i1 - L2 C(24,! L31___________________________________________
SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 1/20/90 PAGE 0
rnnse df TlmE 11:4604am 1
UNE I SOURCE TEXT
9 S7S C I - U23 C•3,5,1)
-976 c(1,5,1) C(1,5,i) - U14 C(4,5,I)
-977 13 C(3,5,1) -1 12 * C(2,5,1)
978 3 CONINUE
-979 C
so DO0611 -1,8 DO09 -2 21,
.982 9 GG(I I, IK ) C( 1 1,I )
983 Do 6 12 - 1 , 4
9O84 6 1 2 ,IN
085 H3(I1,I 2,1,r) C(I1,12+1,1)
-- 86 6 CONTINU2E987 o1000 CONTINUE
99$ C
DOf 07 K -KNAX - 3, 1- 1992 DO 7 1 " 1 , 4
993 DO 7 I 2 , m1
-- 94! 0G(I1,I,K) -GG(1I,K - EDg(ll,1,I,l) GG(1,I,K+I)
9S 1 - BB(1,2,IoK) * GG(2,1,941)
9*6 2 - RI(I1,3,1,K) • GG(3,1,+I1)




SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 1 i20/90 PACE 0Snse2d.f TIME 11:4&O4 am 13
UNE 0SOURCE TEXT
.n!!!.*. ... I ......... ...........
3c-
4 C. SUROCTIFE MERIC
at6.a...* ... ......... *f...... * ........





-llC-- VNE HUDROUTINE NHTRIC COMPVTXS TOE JWrhCS 1)6 &LL THU lisO DIRECTIONS AND
c W USTEADY GOEMFCIMUTS ETA? EXC.
DO 1000 K - ,1DWAX
TO DO 1000 1 HASb TAJ - OMEGA * (1,X)
S TAS - OMEGA WD-(,1lROT21C... patN SET UP IS F'OR rFloW PST' ANM surOIL.
44 IrcI.HQ.1.OR.I.tQ.IMAI) GO TO 10
ZZ5IX - .5 * I11K-(-,)
1 o TO 15
f02 10 X(i.EQ.iMAx) Go To 161029 xxi - 1.0 *(1(2,1) - (1,x))
0, &1 -i 1. 0 *(Z(2,1) - (1,K))
1-0 1 GO TO is
I0ON 16 XI : 1.0 *(Z(ZMAX,1) - X(XMAX-1,X))
1-0 33 Z1 1.0 *(2(lX,) - Z(!MAX-1,1))
~1034 15 CONTINUE(5 X(...O..QIA)GO TO 1)
1036, RIFT - .5 X(,*)1,1)
10371 ZZET - .5 Z).*-2I,1)
1038, GO TO 20 G O1
-14) 17I. EQ .KX GO O 1
140 IZET - 2. X(1,2)-1.5 - X(1,1) - .5 - 1(1,3)
-1041 2211 - 2. Z(1,2) - 1.5 - Z(1,1) - .5 - Z(1.3)
.T042 . GO TO 20
-1043 18 ZIT - 1.5 1(1,KMAX)-2.- t(I,KAX-1)+.5-X(1,1!AX-2)
1 044 2211 - 1.5 *Z(I,1K5J1)-2.- .(,F!AX-1)4.5Z(I,KMAX-2)
1104S 20 CONJTINUEC
1 046 TACOS! - XXI - ZZET - XZET - X1
1 047 YCOBtK : 1. / YACOSI1048. 111zx(z',1)" - ET *YACOB(1,K)
(049 XIZWI) - -ZET - YACOB(IIK)
l1050 ITA2 - OMFA - (1,9)
1 TAU - OXEGA - X)1.1)- EDOT102 X 11(1,X) - - XI(I,F) - XTAV - 112(2,1) - YTAU
1053 ZEThXIK) - -XI * ACOB(I,K)
1 054 ZETA2)11) - XXI *YACOB(I,K)10SS ZETAT(IK) - ETAX I,1) XTA RIC 2TAZ(1K) *YTAU
1 056 .1000 CONTINUE
1 OS? RETURN
los ND
- j ~SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 12/0 PAGE 0
t f nseUdE TIME 11.4604 aM 14
SOURCE TEXT
S!UUSOVTINE DISSIP





070 CGOM/DGRID/DT, 11151, 1151, I TEL, ITS))I7 .' CQAt*4/PAR/G0MA, REYREF , ALVA, ALFAl , REDFRE , MINF, ALFAI
J672 COMMON/GRID/YACOE(IX,EX)
147) CONMN/k0'P/MNW, 3,11325,1132Y, 3914X,314Y
4 COOW/RADIUS/ SPECI(I1,91) ,SPECCY(IX,KX)
05 CWOMO/SPEED/ 1JIX,KX),V(IR,KX),AA(IX,IX)
107 DUMSION 00(4)
C -:21111 SUBROUTINE ADDS TEE FOURTE ORDER DISSIPATION TERMS TO TEE
C :2.101 V.50 SIDE
IC
*N IA - I
4 M IMX - 2
7j DT - DT
19, DO 20 1-2 , 15
I0 iC COMMT swTICniNG ruNciTow BASED ON SECOND DEIivAITvE or PRESSURE
DO~3 ID I - , IMAX
10941 1 P(I) - GM1 - (04(1,K) - O.50Ql1I,1)-(U(1,9)--2 4V(1,9)--2))
fogs D 3 1-2 , 1
J0961 Psi - P(I-l) - 2.-P(I) 4 P(1-1)
-1097; PS2 - P(X-1) + 2.-P(l) + P(I-1)
b.9a EPS(I) - ABS(PS1/PS2)
1099 3 CONTINUE
rbo161  EPS~l) -EPS(2)
1101 EPS(IMAX) *EPS(im1)
1102 C
1-1103 1C SMOOTS OUT PRESSURE COEIFFICIENT
1404 C)105s DO 4 1 =2 , 1511
1106; P(I LAX1( EPS(I~l),EPS)I),EPS(I-1)
117 4CONTINUE
1108' P(I) . P(2)
i1109 P(IMAX) - P(IN1)
111I Do 10 1 - 2 , IM1
1112 C2 - WN2X P(I)1 13 ~ C4 -39941 AMINI)1134X,C2)
.111 4 C22 *C2 NUT ( SPECXII,K) *SPECX(I*1,K)
mls C44 *-C4NWDT- SPECX(I,K)
I111 6 iC zuw_ 0 4(I-1'1) + P(1-1(
I I11C aP 04)1,t) - P(I)
II18 1C EPP 04(1.1,1) 4 +p(I1)o11 19 DISI(1, 1) . C 22- 1 0 14 1) - 01(1,1)
1 20 D151(1.2) - C22 ( 02(1-1,9) - 02(1,K)
121 i DIS1(1,3) C22:( 03(14,1 0(11
122 DI51(1,4 ) =C22' Q4 04111")-Q4,
1 123 i DTI(1,4) -C22-( EPP - RP )1124 01S2(I.1( C44 ( 114,K) - 2.-Q1(],1) - 81(1-1,K)
-12S DIS2(1,2) -C44 Q 2(I-1,1) - 2.-02(1,K) - 02(1-1,K)1126, DIS2)I 3) - C44 Q 3(1'1,1) - 2.-03(1 1) - Q3(i-1,Y)
127 DIS2(I,4) -C44 9 4(1-1,Y) - 2.-04(1,1) Q 4(1-1,K)
I23~ C D52(1,4) -C44 * RPP - 2.'flP - RPM4
129 10 CONTINUE
10c C .C. TEATMENT
132 1 00(2) - 02(2,1) - 02(1,X)
1133, 00(3) - 03(2,K) - 03(1,1)1134, 00(4) - 04(2,1) -04(1,1)
l135 le 00(4) -04(2,1) 4P(2) - 04(1,F) - P(1)
1I36, D015 N4 -1,4
.11137 C2 - I2S-p(1)
1138, C22 - C2 K NT *(SPECX(1,1) 4SPECX(2,1)
1 139 0151(1,114) - C22 * 80)14)
1140 DlS2(2,N4) . 0.
1U141 15 D152(IMLX 114) - 0.
-1142 C
1_143 DO016 1 1,
114 DIS3(1,1) - DIS1(1,1) + D152(141,1) - DIS2(l,1)
114 013(1,2) - DIS1(1,2) 4 01S2(1+1,2) - D112(1,2)
116 IS3(1,3) -DIS1(1,3) - D1S(141,3) - DIS2(1,3)
1147 D153(1,4) - DISI1,4) + DXS2(1+1,4) - DIS2(1,4)
+._I46 16 C.ONTINUE
1149 C
1150o C FILL IN DISSIPATION TERNS
DO52 181 - 2 , 11
1153 001(1,1) - DIS3(I,1) - DIS3(I-1,1)
-1154 D02(1,1) - D1S3(1,2) - DIS3(1-1,2)





1161 DO 100 1 - 2 , 1111
11 64 C COIIPITE SWFICNING FUNCTION EASED ON1 SECOND DERIVATIVE OF PRESSURE11 6, C1,6 D 31 1 :2 , AX
11 67 31 P(R) GN * (04(1,1) - O.5*01(1,1) *(V(I,91*2 + V(1,1)**2))1168' P(l) - ( 4.-P(2) - P() ) /3.
1169 DO33 9-2 , 1511170 Psi P(1-1) - 2.-P(l) 4 P(1-1)
11 71 PS2 *P(%4l) * lA;P(X) 4 P(1-1)11721 EPS(N) -ADS( PS /S2
11 731 33 CONTINUE1174; EPS(1) Z PS()
It 7S vP(MX ps(151)
11 76
11 77 C SMOOTE OtT PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
11 78 C
SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 1/20/90 PACE 0nue2d.f is iEll4h~m1
119 DO 34 1 - 2 ,M 
SOUCE1
~~F0 P(K) - ANAh1(EPS(141),DPS(K),EPS(1-1))
111 34 CONTINUE
11892 P(1) -P2)
1183 PDA) : P9191
11841 C N P(E)
I98 DO 5 1 -2 ,
186 C2 W2 - P(K)
-1187 C4 - N41 - AIGN1(NN41,C2)
1188ea C22 C2 M DT * 9 £PECY(I,K) 4 SPECY(IK41)
119 C44 -- C4;WDT;)SPCX(,1)
-11990 i C Nl -04(1,1-1 4 P(1)11291 C NrP - 04(1.1)4+ P91)
.17.2: C NMp - 04(Z,t41J 4 p(1413
J193! DIS1{1,1) - C22 Q 0(1,141) - 01(1,1)
- 4 D1SI1,2) - C22 *902(1,141) - Q2(1,1)
I19s P131(1,3) - C22 0 391,141) - 03(1,1)
UF-e46 DI151(1, 4) - C22* 04(1,941) -04(1,1)
19]c MSg*F.j - -2 - 2.'1(.K s1,-i
11981~ ~ ~ ~ 91(1,14-144)II,-1
1109 D132(1,2) - C44 *992(1,141) -2.-02c1,1) + 02(1,91)
1200! D132(9,3) - C44 Q 3(1,9+1) -2.-03l,1) 4 03(1,1-1)
-1-20 1 D182(1,4) - C44 Q4 94(1, 1-1) -. 04(I1) 404(1,K1)
1202 C P182(11,4) - C44 &V - 2P -9 +S 4 iN
-1203 C52 CONTINUE
1204 C B.C. TREATMNT
1)205 00(l) -01(1,2) - 01(1,1)
I'l206 00(2) -02(1.2) - Q2(1,1)
10 00(3) -03(1,2) - 03(1,1)
IZ8 00(4) -C4(1,2) -04(1,1)
9209 C 00(4) o 4(1.2) 4P(2) - 04(1,1) - 7,(1)
1110 1 DO 59 N4 - 1 ,4
1211 C2 - WillY - P(1)
1212 C22 : C2 *NUT - I SPECY(I,1) + SPECY(l,l)
92913 D1S1(1,N4) -C22 * 0(9N4)9214 DIS2(1,N4) . 0.
-1215: 59 DISl(iNAX,N4) -0.
1216 C
1 217 WD E 6 1. 9 Ki1219 D133(1,1) DI013(1,1) 4 D112(141.1) - D132(K,1)
f219 0133(1,2) DI011(1,2) 013I2(K'1,2) - D132(1,2)
1220 0133(1,3) - 013(1,3) - 0132(14+1,3) - 0131(K,3)
1221 0133(1,4) - 013(1,4) - 0ISl(1 1,4) - 0132(1,4)
1222 60CONTINUE
1223 C
1224 c FILL IN DISSIPATION TERMS
1225 C
1226 ~ WIS 65K 2 , Ito.
1227' D0S(I.1) -DO1(I,1) + DIS3(1,1) - D13)1-1,1)
1228 D02(I,K) D02)I,1) 4 0133(K,2) - 0133(K-1,2)





SORCPRGRM DATE 1/20/90 PAGE #




* C SUROUTINE SPECK
4) c~..... A............I....a....................
1 41 PARAIN 'ER (IX1180,kx-6O)
242- CgMcw/P 3/GA1 0,REYREF,ALFA,ALFA1 ,REDFRE,ANINF,ALFAI
143 CW /DGR D/DT, IKAX, KNAX,ITEL, ITEU
1 44 OMNO/MTRIX/ XIX(IX,11),XIZ(IZ,1),ZIEAXCIX,KX),ZEThZ(I1,11)
1 ZZT(IX,X),ZETAT(IX,XX)
46 COPO /FWNb/01(IX,KX) .02(11,11) ,03(I;...X),Q4(IX,KX)
"47 OMMO/RADIUS/ SPECX(IX,11),SPECY(IX,IX)
so- OIN/GRID/YACOB(IX, IX)
125 c EW UROUTN SC)U THE S ICTAL WADUS Mc SCALING THE
C
un- KNAX - 1.
CamN 6A1.A * GAMMA - 1.
IDO I I. IMAX
V(1.9) -03(1,9) / 0(1,1)
26 A(IE)GAN * ( Q4(1,K)/Q1(I,K( - 0.5-(U(1,91'2 4t V(1,9)--2)
12i Z(AA(I,K).LT.0.) PRIT,'NEGATIVE A-A - ',AA(Z,g),' AT '.,1,
S26 5 OGITIUEi c
25C
64C CMMT IMPLICIT DISSIPATION SCALING
1267 c SPEC% - SPECTRAL RADIUS FOR XI-DIRECTION
126W C SPCY - SPECTRA, RADI US FORE ZETA-DIREICTION
T269 C
)270 SF(ISPEC.EQ.I2 TEN'
1271~ DO 20 K I 1 ,7JAX
1272i D 20 1 -1 *IMAX
1271 SPCCXCI,F) 1. /YACOB(I,K)
J-274 i SPECY (Ij) -1. /YACOB(I,g)
1,275 20 CONTINUE
-1276 ELSEIT(ISPEC.EQ.2) THEN
1277 1 DO 30 9 1 KMA.X
1278: DO 30 1 -1 IMAX
J279 UCON -U(1,RP-XIX(I,r,) - V(I,E)11IZ(IK) 4XIT(I,l)
1280 WCON U(I,F.PZETAX(IK) - V(I,K)*ZETAZ(IK) + ZETAT(IK)
1281 SPZCX(1,g) -ABS(VCON) / YACOB(I,K)
1282 SPECY(I i) *ABS(VCON) / YACOB)I,X)
*1283 30 CONTINUE
28a4 * ELSEZF(ZSPEC.EQ.3) TREN
1285, DO 40 K 1 , E4AX
126 DO 40 1 *1 ,IMAX
A287, UCOw U(I,9)'XIX(IFJ - V(I,R)-XXZ(I,KJ XlT(IK)
1298 VCON U(I,KEPZETALX(I,K) + V)I,K)PZETAZI,K) I ZETAT(I,K)
1289 i 112 - IX(I,F)--2 - XIl(I,K)-12
-1290 ZETA2 Z ETAX(I,K)-2 - ZETAZ(,Rp2
121SPtCX(IF) - )AES)UCON) *SORT(AA(IFRPXI2) ) /YhCOB(IXE)
1 292 SPECYfI,F) (ABS(VCON) *SQRT)AA(IK)-ZETA2) )/YACOB(I,F)
-1293 40 CONTINVE
-1 294 ENDI F1295 R"TURN
12961 ED
-7 SOURCE PROCRAM J DATE 1120190 PACE 0
~ -nse2d.f liME 11:46O4 am 1
UN 29 SOURCEZN TEXTCL
Tr ...... ..............................
v00 C ~ SUBROUINE ZIPBC




T306 COMM/PAP/GAO(AREYREF ,ALFA * ALFAI,*REDFREMN
-1307 COJMlO/DGRXD/DT I,EI4AXD,ITEL,ITEU
os' CONNW/G*ZD/YACO(IX,XU)
69. g~4NN/DAMP/N, WWI, ,W2X, ,N2Y, ,WU4X,NN4Y





T- 4 ~ CIM4/INITI/UINFVINF
S CONMON/BCLOG/CIRCOR





1121 I DATA PI/3.1415927/
F122 DATA CHORI./
1323 jC
1324 j CAM - 1. /GAMM)A
131S GANN~ - GAMM(A - 1.
13261 GANPAI - 1. / G&W9
A 29 C ZWFISCID AND VISCOUS B.C. ON SOLID WALL
329. C
1330 DO01 1- ITEL , ITEU
13) 1 1-3
1 332 Cl(l) - XIT(I,E)1333 I C1(2) - XIX(IK)
1335 UCON3 -(Q2(l,KEpCl(2)-Q3(1,R)-Cl(3))
0336' 1/01 (1,1)
1337 K - 2
1338 Cl(l( - XIT(I,F(
1339 CN(2) - XIX(13K)
1 340 C1(3) - XIZ(I,K)
13 41 UCON2 -(Q2(I ,Kp-Cl(2)-Q311 ,l-Cl(3))
1 342 1/01(13K)2343 RHS(1( 2. - UCON2 - UCON3 - XIT(I,l)
2 344 - FO ISCOtS FLOWS SET UCON TO ZERO ALSO
2 345 IF( REYREF GT.O.) RH151) - - T(l,1)
1346 A(1,1( _ X IX(I,1)
1347 A(1,2) - XI1(1,1)
1348 A(2,1) - ZETAX(l,l)
1349 A(2,2) - ZETAZ(1.1)
1350 RHS(2) - - ZETAT(l,l)
I35 TEPI - A(l.1)135S2 TEMP2 - A(1,2)
1353 TEIG3 - A(2,1)
2354 TEMP4 - A(1_2)
2 355 DEN - 1. /JTEN~I TEMP4 - TEYY2 *TEMP3)t356,: A(l,I) - A(2,2) *DEN
I357 A(1,2) -TEMP2 *DEN
2 358 A(2,1( TEMP3 *DEN
2 359 A(2,2) - TEI'W1 I DEN
2 360 01(l.1) - 2. - 01(1.2) - 91(1,3)
1361 02(1.1) * 11,( AL1RR) A12RS2
2362 03(1,1) - QiIll) '(A(2,1P-RHS(I).A(2,2p-RHS(2()
2 363 1 CONTINUE2364 DO 10 I-ITEL ,ITEV
2 366 P3-GA1Q'(0(O4,3-05*1(,3)(U(,3)--2.V(1,3)**2))
2 367 , P1-(4.*P2-P3)/3.
2 368: PSURxbc(GMM.APl-1. )/(.7AMINF-2)
2 370 1C
372 1c FAR FIELD BOUNDARY CONDITION ONLY FOR STEADY FLOW1
1372 1C
373 CIRC - 0
374 IFPI TCR .0R.RAG'( (G0 TO 999
WS7 IF(AMXNF .. I.) GO TO 65
1376 c
1377 c CIRCULATION CORRECTION AT THE FAR FIELD IS BASUD ON POTENTIAL
1 378 Ic VOTEX130c
15 BETA C SRT) 1. -AMIaNF2
131 IF(CIRCOR) CIRC -0.2S - CHORD *CL BE HrA * AJINF PI
132 Ic
2383 , COSAL - COS(ALFA)
134 SINAL - SIN(RI.FA)
'ss~ AINF - 1.236; HINT - GAM0(I 4 0.5 - AKINT**2
1387 1C
2388 )c CIRCO - CIRCULATION( CORRECTION( QUANT1TY
189 jC290' 1 - 46
* 292: DO 60 I - 2 , INAXI
2392 X LOC - 1(1,K) - XREF
2393 ZLOC - %(1,1)2394 RADIUS - SORT) ILOC*2 -ZWIC-*2
2395 ANGLE - ATAN2(ZLOC,%LOC)
2196 CIRCO - CIRC /( RADIUS *(1. -(AMINT-SIN(ANGLE-ALFA(('-2
2 397 UT - LINT CIRCO SIN(ANGLE)
2 398 vF - VINF CIRCO *COSCANGLE)
2 399 AFSO - GAMM ( HINT 0.5-( UT--2 - VT-2
- 2400 , AT - SORT(AFSQ)2402 tC
1402 ' C NCBREFICTING B.C. BASE ON1 1-D RIEMANN INVARIANTS
2403 'c C XTN. SETER - NOALIZED NORMAL VECTOR
i404 'c
I2405 ANOR 1 . / SORT( ZETAX(I,K(**2 - EETAZ(1,9(*'2
2 406 ZETXN Z ETAIIIK~) *ANOR
2 407: ZETLN *ZETAZ(1,9( ANOR2408 C
1409 C CHECi Fop. rInFo OR OUTFLOW
42 jC FOR I)FV) A, VELT, ENTROY ARE SPECIFIED AS FREE STREAM VALUES4142 C R2 IS EXTRAPOLATED,
1412 FOR OUTFLOW, RI S1 SPECIFIED AS FREE STREAM VALUE
24I c R2, VIELT, ENTROPY ARE EXTRAPOLATED
2 424 ;C2425 RHOEXT - 011,1-I)
2426 RHO, . 1131
I: , ~SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 1 209 PAE
~~~ ~~T11 16:~m1
LIN d~"' ~ . nse2d~fTIE IA6 4a
LINE SOURCE TEXT
1417 UELT - (. - RH350
1419. VElT - ,3cI,I-I') 3101
1419' EEXT . 04 (1, X-I
ft 0 PEST . GA?04* ERfl - 0.5'RIOEI?-( UEXT-2 *VEXT-2(4 1 !C
14 2 C SET RIENN INVARIANTS 31, AND 2
1423 C VEIN - UOWML VELOCITY, VELT - TANGEUTIAL VELOCITY
.424i C
I41S :LZETXN.'U -ZETZN -VF -2. AV 6A04122 3 ?ETXN *UEIT ZETZN V ElT 42. *SQRT( GAMEMA' PEXT/(427 1 RBOEXT GAMI4N
-148 a, c
49 VELN - IR1 - R2 0.5
140 SPSQ - R 2 - R1 (*GAI4N 0.25
1431 A2 - SPSQ2
1432 C
1 433 C SET TUR FIXED OR ZMTAPOLATS VARIABLES
114 c
- 435 1F(VELN.LE.0.) THEN
1436 WELT - zErzjJ UP - ZETIN - VT
1437 ENTRO - GAMM4A
14389 ELSE
1 439 WELT : ZETZN * EXT -ZETIN - VETt440 ENTRO *REOEXT' *GAIOA /PEXT
1441 ENDIF
F442 C
1443 (c lOW COMPUTE FLOW VARIABLES
1444 c
1 445 V(2,X) -ZETXN *VELN + ZETZN V ELT
1 4461 V(I,1) *ZETrzN vFL, - 7ETIN VELT
1 447 1 01(1.X) -( A2 *ENTRO *GAI ) 0510(
I449- PRESS -A2 * 113 GAl)!
1449 Q2(I,l) 01(I,1) *U(IE(
14S0 Q3(1.1) -01(1,K) V(I,Z(
I14S1 04( 1,1)E. PRESS-GA4MI - 0.5 Q 0(1,1) (U(1,1) . V(1,9)--2145 2 60 CONTINUE
1453 GO To 67
14S4 65 CONTINUE
1455 C
I4S6 C B.C. FOR SUPERSONIC FLOW14S7 iC
1458 I - TIMAX
I 4S9 DO 66 I1 2 ,INAX-1(460 3301 1. 1 lE
1461 U(I,1) 02(1,K) R 330
1462, V(1,1) Q 3(1,F) RR330(463 , ANON 1. / SORT( ZETA2)I,1)-2 4 ZETAZ(I,APV-2
1464, ZETXN =ZETAX(I,F( A!NOR
1465 ZEflN - ZETAZ)I,K) ANOR
1466 VELN - ZETXN * 0(1,1) - ZETS)! V(I11
1 467 IF) ELN.GE. 0.) TEN1469 01(1,K) - 01(],F-1)
1469 Q2(I,1( 02(1,K-1)
1470 03(1,1) - 03(1,9-1)
( 471 04(1,E) - 04(1,9-1)(472 ENDI F
1473 66 CONTINUE
1474 c
( 475 67 CONTINUE
1476 c OUFOWDC. AT TEE DOWNSTREAM OF C-GRID ONLY FOR INVISCID FLOW
1478 c
( 479. IF(REYREF. LT. 0.)( THEN1480 1 - 1
1481 IP1 - 1(482 SIGN -I
1484 C CEEFCI F03 SUPERSONIC FLOW
1 486 IF(AMINF.GT.I.) GO TOD 75
487 c48, 71 CONTINUE
1489 DO 74 1 - 1 , KMAX
1490 C
1 491 C CORRECT FREE STREAM VALUES WITH CIRCULATION CORRECTION(1492 C
1 493 XIOC - 1(I,1) - IREF
( 494 ZLOc - 1(1,K)
I49S RADIUS - SORT) XIOC-*2 - ZLOC*'2146 ANGLE A ?T&N2(ZLOC,XLOC)
1 497 CIRCO -CIRC / ( RADIUS *11. -(AMINF-SIN(ANGLE-ALA)p-2)
1 498 , UP - UIW? 4 CIRCO SIN(ANGLE)
1 499 VF - VINT - CIRCO *COS(ANGLE)1500 A150 : GAIO) - ( HINT -0.5-( DT--2 + V?--2(1 A 
- SOPT(AFSO)
( 502 C
1503 C 1113. SIZE - NORM4ALIZED HORILOWTAL VECTOR
'1505 IC A03 * 1. / SORTI IIX(I,K)*-2 - XIZ(I,1)--2
1506: 2II! X 11(1,R) ANON(507; SZE - XZ1(Z,l) * 5140
15081 c
1509 RICEIT *01(1II,K(
Isl0o 3201 -I. / QI(I*jI,1)
I'll . XUET 02(1-IP1.R(1512 WEXT Q3(II,1(
1513 ~ ET - 4(1II,X)
1 5(14 PEXT *GAIOI* EEXT - 0.5-REOEXT-( UEXT''2 - VEIT'*2
1516~ C SET RIISIAN4 INVARIANETS R1, AND R2
15( R1 : 1)3 : UFX XIBZ 313 T -XSIGNS 2. *AF.- G IIIi
I59 RS 9 2 I111: VET . XIZ VET I SIGN -. 2. SORT) GAMM4A PEST/
I1520 ~ 1 ROEXT )*GAI
IS22 VELN - ( RI R2 )0.5
I523 IPSO - SIGN ' ( R2 - Rti (*GAMPO- 0.25
1 S24, A2 - SPSO0-2152S C
I 526 C SET OTHER TILED ORt EXTRAPOLATED VARIABLES
( 527c
1528 ir(SIGN-VEU!.Lr.0. ( THEN
1529 WELT - -3113 UF - X)53 - VF
1530 ENTRO GAIO(A
1531 ELSE
1S32 WELT *-X)13 U EXT XIX 313 VEXT
111 ENDIF HETGI.APT
1,36 C COKPUTF FL4OE VARIABLES
- - -,: SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 1/20/90 PACE 0
- nse2d.f TIME 11 -4604 am 19
SOURCE TEXT_________________________
0( 1, X SXE VEIN - IZE *VELT
1539 V (I, X118 VELJ - %IRE VELT
J540 Q1(1,X) *( A2 * ENTRO *GAII) GAI
1541 PRESS -A2 - 01)3,) GAMI)
154 2 02(31 11)*01
1543 03(1,1 -l 111 V)1I1
15S44: 0411.1 I) -PRESS GAMO4I *0.5 Ql0(I,1) * ),)?*V)I,Kp21545 74 CONTINUE
.1546 I).0.MI GO TO 79
1547 1 - IMAX
543~ IP1 - -1
(549 SIGN) - 1.
15501 790 TOD 72
IS 79CONTINUE
IS52 Go To 89
-" S3 C
-siC D.C. r09 supErSONic ruOm
J5562 75 CONTINUE - ,XA
(558a- C
(559 , RUoI 1. / Q ),11560o U(1,1) -02(1,1) RHOI
151 V(I,1) =03(1,K) RE810(5621 ANOR *1. / SORT) XIX)1,91'2 + XIZ)I,1)--2
1563 X X 515 - 1),1) *A0)OR
S564 SIZB XIZ12),R) ANOR
1 565 VpELN SIGN X IXH * 0),1) - XIZB V(I,K)1566 C(S7 ir(vrLN.Gr.o.) THEN
15681 01(1,1) - Q3I1,r)
1569 Q2(l,l) - 92c1II,I)
1570 Q3(11) - 031]1P1,X)
1571 Q4)1.1) - Q4(I-IP1,K)
1572 84ENIIF
1573 84CONTINUE
(574 1Fc1EO.1.A1)GO TO 89
1575' 1 - IMAS
1S76 151 - -1.
1577 SIGN - 1.
1578 GO TO 75
C 7 89 CONTINUE
158) C DOWNSTREAM B.C. FOR VISCOUS FLOW
1582 C
(583 ELSEIF(REYREF.GT. 0.) THEN
15S84 C(585 C OVTFLOW B.C. FMR VISCOUS FLOW
(5S86, c RZO, r AND V ARE SET Tr, TEE VAtSJES OF THE NEXT INTERIOR POINTS(587 c PRESSURE IS EXTRAP'OLATED AWL' TEEN COMPUTE ENERGY (Q4)
(588 C




1594 PEST - G&MM. 4(1OV1,1) -0.5 (2I,) *Q3)I.1,K)-"2)
(595 1 11,)
(596 04(1,1) - PEXTrGA'0) C' 5 *(02)1,K)--2 - 03Ql"?)/0(1,1)
1597 1 - IKAX.
(598 Q1)1.11 * 13-K
(599 02)1,1)'- 00)-117)(600 Q3)1,l) '0311-1,1)
160) PEXT *GAKM* 04)1-1,F) -0.5 0)-.)2 0)-,)2
(602 1 0)1,)
C60 10 (OIgt PEXIGAXO( - 0.5 Q 2)1,1)''? - 03l)1"?1 01)3,1)
(606 ENCI F
(607 c
( 608, C AVERAGE FLOW VARIABL.ES ACROSS WAKE CUT (FOR C-GRID)
1 609 :C
(6)0 999 coNTINUE
16( 11 Do120 1 *1 , ITEL- 1(612 IV . IMAX I1(6(3 OlAVG 0 5 )01)1,2) - I(Iv,2)
(6(4 Q2AVG 0 5 *)02()1, - 02)130,2)
(615, 03AVG *0.5 I03(1,2) 4 03)30,2)
161, 01)3,1) - 01MvG
1617 01)10,1) QlAVG
16(8, 02(3,1) 02OAVCI
1619 Q2)10,1) 9 2AVG
0 2 3)3.1) - 3AVG1621 03)10,1) *Q3AvG( 622 PSLAOH - GAMM) 04)Z,2) - 0.5 *)02(Z,2)--2 I Q3(1,2)--2
( 623 10112
624 , PSUPP - G~,' hMM Q 4)10,2) - 0.5 *)02(11'.21 *2.03)I,2)''2)/
1625S 1)02
(626 . PSAVG 0 S5 PSL0W *PSUPP
(627, Q4AVG *PSAVG, GRI9'0.5 )02)I,1)"-2 03)il1)"-2
(628 1 01)1,1)
1629 Q4)3.1) *Q4AVG
1630 Q4)30.1) 0 4AVG
1631 120 CONTINUE(632 , RETURN
1633 END
--
SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 1/I20/9 PACE





1637 1C SUBROUTINE STRESS
1638' C:
1639, c......................................................................
1640. PARAN TEI( (IX-190,kx-60)
1641 COJ4OM/FLOW/O1(IX,KX) ,02(IX,KX),03C15,KX),041 .I,fl)
1 642, COMMO4/DGRiID/DT, IMAX,* 1MM 1TEL, 17211643 CW6*lO/Glt:Dl/X(I1,K1),z(IS,Kx)
1 644. COMqO/PAR'/GAiOA, REYREF,ALLFA, ALFAI,*REDFREAMINE, AIFAI
1 64S. COON/SPEED, UdII,KX),VC7X,KIX,AA(11,KX)
1646. COw'ON/PERr3,,Do(IX,RX),DQ2(I,X)D31,KX,DQ4c!X,Ut)
1 647 CONWW/NtU3/C4U(IX,XX)
1 6491 COe4Oi/LOGCc/RSTRT ,PITCH,*RAMP
I1650 LOIGICAL PSTRT,PITCi,RAMY
16121 C 2115 SQ8IIOUTINE ADDS VISCOUS TERMS TO TIM BIG"? HAND SIDE
ilsc o L ikmmApOR M4OLECULAR VISCOSITY
16S61 c CALL EDDY(CI'..L)
1657: &Km-K*
I16S$8 IMMZM1 - IMAX - I
1 6S9 , PH - 1.
I to I c CXWUTK TXXTXY AND VISCOUS DISSIPATION AT I -1 /
1 662 :C
1663. Do030 1 -2, KMAXI
1 664 Do 20 I ; 2 X-MAS1665 Ulx U (1K - ,-1
1666. VII *V(1.1) V(I-1,K)
1667 AX! AA(LKi AA(I-1.K)
1668. UZET- .2S,(U(I,1-1)-.(I,f '-,~(-(-,-)
l~fb . AET- .25' (A( 1 ,K.)-(I ,K-)4A(I-,.)-A(I-,K-1
1671 , X -x * 1)K 1(1-1,K)
1672 LXIT * (I1K) -Z(I- 1)
1673 ZZET .25' XIK1-(KI.(-,.)XI1-(
1674 ZZET- . 21 Z ,Ki(21- 411iKi)ZIi.-
1675 YAC - XX % Z!ET - ZXI - XZET
1677 . VIAIX * ZZT * AC
1678 ZETAX- - ZI * AC
1679 XIZ - -X.ET Y AC
1680 Z ETAZ- 151 Y AC
1681 CNN S (CMU(I,K) *CM(I-i,X)) *C.MUL D T
1682 lJX UXCI XI 11 U ZET *ZETAX
1683 VI NXV) XIX * 5202 ZETAX
1684 AX AS I XIX *AZET *ZETAX1685 lIZ U* L xI : XI PET ZETAZ
1686 vZ -VII XI E1T02 ZETAZ
1687. l -2 l X IZ *AZET *ZETAZ
1688 TX - (4. . Ul 2 Z V) *CNN / 3.
1689 Tfl CN!. (UZ V I
1690 TX'S -CA / 3 *(-4. V7 *2. U X)
169 c R4 -(V1K*(-,)TS(iK*~-,1'Z).
1692 c *CA I PAY- 1.) AX
I693 c 54 -(IP*(,)T Yi(.lVI1K)YP.
1694 c 1 -CNY PR, (GAMMIA- 1. *AZ
1695 :C DEDLO
1696, c TURNX OFF ENRGY DISSIPATION AND DIFFUSION
1697 R4 :0.
1698, S 4 0.
1699. PH 1(1) 0.
1 700 392(1) - (XII TXX - XI7 TXY) / AC1701 , 33(I) - XII TXY - XIZ ES'S) / AC
'72 20 RH4(I) - (XIX F4 -XIZ S4) / AC
1703 , DO .30 1 - 2 , MXM
1704 D01(1,K) - DQi(I,K) - 311(1-i) -RHI(
1 705: D02(1,1) - D92(IK) - R12(1-i) - 32(I)
1706 D93(1,1) I 103(1Kl) - R23(1-i) - 33(1)
1 707 D9441,R) - D04(l,l) R934(1-1) - 34(l)1708' 30 CON4TINUE
9709 c IN TIHE I DIRECTION
1710 Do 70 I1 2 ,IMASMI
1 711 D 61001 -2 M KAX1712, UZI - 25 * LI1K -1-,(UIiK1-(-,-(
1713 VII .25 VIK-(-,(VIi-1-11K-(
17141 AXI .25 *(.(~ K-A - K*A i - -S - -)
97W XXX .25 *((IK-(-,)l12K3-(-,-(
71, AZET AA(1,l) - AA(1.K-1)
720 XET - (1.1) - X(1K9-1)
1721 ZZET * 11,l) - W.1-)
1722 SAC - X11 ZZEiT - 11I - XZET
1723, YAC -1. / AC
1724 SX - SZE? A
1725l UTAX- - ill ! AC
1726 IZ - -lIFT - YAC
1727 £ETAZ- Ill * YAC
17281 CNN - ( .5 *(CMU(I.K( CM(,-i() CIEEL) DT
972, I CI l IX.:UDIT ETAS9730 , x vi -x ti IXI VIET ETAX
1731 AS - AXl XIX 4 AtET *ZETAX
1732 OZ - DX IZ - UZET *7ETAZ
:73 n - viI, xi z : vzrT Z ETAZI734 ~ AZ, A IX IZ*AE KA
1 735 ~ Tx -(- 1!I 2. VZ) *J* 31736 Tio - *I (UZ V*
1 737 -"Y.-CNM3. *(-4. *VZ 2. ULX)
l736 C 1,4 *((V(I (UIK11TX((,)VIKi(TY*.
1739 c 1 00t.~ PP/(GAPM I (*AX
1740 c S4 - lt(IK)D(1,11l)T5(V(I,)V(I,K-fl.TYYPO0.5
:74 1 C I C.%M / PH / GAMNA 
-. )*AZ1 742 34 - 0
1 743 3 4 - 0
1744, RB1(K) - 0,
1745 N22 (F) - (ZETAS * TIX 4 ZETAZ TXFY) / AC
1746 333(l) - (ZETASX *X -1 ZETA: TX'S) / AC
1747 6o R34(K) - (Z[TAX R 4 Z ETAZ 5 4) / SAC
1748, DO 70K.2 , KmhASI41
1749 001(1,3) D01l,K) RBI (K-1) - 351(0)
1750 D02)1,l) *D02(I.K( RN2,(- 332(7)
17SI DO' ;1,KJ) 1Q3(1,F) R23(K-1( R351(K)
17S2 . D04(i.K( D94(1K) R 14(0-) P54))
1753 70 CONTINUE
SOURCEPROGRAM DATE 1/20/go PACE f
'nME 11.





L767 I SOURCE TEXTK(IX
.74 CA-PSRll ........... AS - ..............5
1f786 DC CPC.D
"788 cr C- SURUTN * DC
1793 =*TR * CL *CO(L)- CD*0 * Sxh(ALFAS)
1T7926s D CL~s INCALCFASX)CD*OSAA
SOREPROGRAM DATE 1 no0/90 PACE9
__ ~ nse2d.f mEI604,2
L INE 9 SOURCE TEXT
17 96 i. SmBO TIKE bhRA (1X 33 ISING,YSINC,IP YPSO,AO,YO)
1797 Ic....... ............ ..
17981 c-
17991 C: SUBROUTINE WRAP
Iwo0 C'




16805 !C ThIS SU80OUTINE UNWIRAPS INE AIRMEVL A"J STORES TILE UNWRAPPED
1806: C SUmflLCE IN AlrRAYS AO AND 510. IT ALSO DETERMINES TEE STRETCHING
1807 "c IN TIE VIA DIRECTION.
18091 DUD - (11 41) /2
1810 UV - .8 p (3 2)
18111 D IJ -2,33
1812w y - FWOAT(J-2) *DY
16 11- 1 YO(J,l) -1.25 Y / (1. -Y Y )
* 1614i YO(1 , 1)- - YO(3,1)
18151 PI 4. *ATAN ( 1.)
18 16- ANGL ;(PI PI
I Bi U - 1P 1) - SING




1823; XII - XP)!) - XSVVG
18$24 Yll - YP(l) - YSINGI825l ANGL ANGL - ATA2((UYl-V111l),(U-Xll.V-Yl))
18926! R - SQRT(XllS"2 - Yll12)1827 1 U - Xii
18281 v 11i
1829 1: R SORT(R)
18$30 A 0(I,1) -R - COS).5 *AIJOL)1831 , 2 SOO1,') - R I). ANGL)
832 C NTE(,0CC
18 33, C RITE (6,20CC) (1,A0(1,1).SC(I,1),I 1 ,11)1834 , RETURN
1835 10CC FORMAT(1S,'UNV-CJAPPED COORDINATES IN THE TRANSFORMED PLANE-)
1836 2000 FORNAT(I5 ,2F20.0)
1837 END
ibMRA DATEETE 1/X1S9k PAC'
r846 TIM -14*a 241 III
652 Iii - 19(1NE-TIING(PYXSN
L 11 a 19(13 - flING
_I 44 PAAMETE:R O(IX-10GL:
-V l DIMNSO -(A () (lfl/96. )AOI
1664 ANG - F.WAT-) DX OS
1651 CAL INTAOf~lN  NERON
76W6 II(1 - X I -7 ING X~h
1869 END I)-YSNANL-AG TN(UY1--l)(-J4-l)
S" SOURCE PRORAM DATE 1/20/90 PACE
JNE -- SOURCE TEXTr
|870 .. $1PROUTlNE TAINT(XT ,r2 ..................
1-674] C-
*77 i DIHENSION XTAB(1),FTAB(I),T(10),C(10)
1878 C
-879 c MA - RES SUUROUTTl FOR POLOAL INTEPOLATIONf..[t" !c or A YMUAW FUNCTION
'1198 1 C
"1 2 IF(W-1)I 1 1 1 2
1l'"3 2 NER -2
-1U_ RETURN3*85 ] 2 iP(1-9) 3,3,1
T-06. 3 IFINON) 4.4,5
T"7 5 IF(NON-2) 6,7,4
-18 4 J - 0.-Tug, NX1 - N - I
_1490 Do I I , ,INM
-iT391 (ITA('I ) - ITAB(I-1)) 9,11,10
_T692 1 NER - 3
1893 1 Jp URN
-1894 1  9 1 - 3-118951 o TO 8
"1696 10 - 341
4897j a COTIN E
1898 PM - 1
I899 IF(3) 12 , 6 , 6
1900 12 MON - 2
1901 7 DO 13 1 - 1 , N
1902 13'(z - 1TAB(I)) 14,14,13
1903 14 J - I
1904: GO TO 1
1905 13 CONTINUE
1906 GO 1O 15
1907 6 DO 16 1 - 1 , N
1908 IF(X-ITAB(I)) 16.17,17
1909" 17 3 - I
1910 GO To 18
1911 16 CONTINUE
1912, 1s -N
1913 18 j J - (F-1) / 2
1914' (IF() 19,.9,20
191 19 - 1
. 1 20N 
"-IJ K
1917 IF(M - N) 21,21,22
1918 22 3 - J - I
1919 GO To 20
1920, 21 XP1 - A 11921 3SAVE - 3
1922 26 Do 23 1 - 1, 601
1923 C(L) X X - P9.(3)
1924 T(L) -T;B(J)
1925 23 J 3.1
1926 Do 24 3 - 1,1
3927 I - 3.1
1928 25 T(2) - (C(J)*T(I)-C(I)-T(3))/(C(3)-C(I))
1929 1 - 1.1
1930 17(I-XP2) 25,25,24
1931 24 CONTINUE




... SOURCE PROGRAM OA"TE 1/20/90 PAGE 0
~ .~ ns~d~fTIME 11~m26
UNEG •SOURCE TEXT
36 SVOU~~)TI h SING ( 2, N, LZ, LL YE,EA, TS, SING, SNG,C(HDI










99 Nl N2 1950 N3 -W2 -1
9U 21 I (041)
X2 z z(042)
4_ 2 - Z(042)
13 - Z(,i)
S 3 V Z(043)
D7 -2 2 -11 2
-6 D2 Z2 2 -Z 2
799 D3 -12 -1
S D4 -Z2-Z1
-1 - ]3 "2 -11 2
962 D6 23 2- 1 21963 D7 -13 -1171*04 DO V ZIt-2
7651 B (D7 ( 1 D - D2) - D3*(D5+D))/(2.-(D?*D4-D D8))
'1"9 ZF(ABS(D31.LT.AS(D7)) GO TO 10
.671 j - (D1 - D2- 2. B D4) / (2. D3)
1986 GO To 20
1969. 10 A - (D5 + PS - 2. B DO) / ( 2. * D7)
.197o 20 CONTINUE1971 3 - SQRT( X2-A)-" 2 - 1,2-B),•23
-"p972 ILE - X(N:)
1973 YLE - Z(Nt')
-974 COD - 1(1) - X(NL)
1975 A2 - (Z(21-Z(1)) i(X(2) - X(2))
.976 Al - (E(N)-Z(N-1))/(X(N)-X(N-1))
1977 TES - .5 (Al 4 A2)
-19781 TEA - A2 - A2
1979 TEA - TEA 57.29578
1980 XSING - (P-XLE) /2.
'981 YSG - (B-:LE) / 2.
-1982 RETURN
1983 END1
sou c-~o- -~ DATE 1/20/90 PAGE 0
. ;nse2d.f Tim I4Oa 27
-A0 A-
UNE 9SOURCE TEXT
64 SUBROUTINE A RP OL(IT,IE,!LE)
C~ .........C.. * .............. . .......
86 C. SUBROUTINE ArRIOL
PARAMETER (XXL60kz-6
89 CDHNON/GRID/(I,5) l(1ZK)
0. COMN /DGRID/DT,!NAX,D4A1,lTEL, ITED
CMON/YSYN/ISYM
2 DIMENSION SO(IX,4),AO(11,4) ,YO(60,4),XP(IX),YP(IX),31 LE(IX),F(IX),B0(49)
* 6 t 11(11), TY(II)
DATA (80(1) ,T-1,32)/L. ,1.0414,1.0636,1.1270.1.1715,1.2175,1.2651,
1J 1.314S,1.3659,1.4199,.4755,.5 349,1.5973,1.6636,1.7342,1 .8099,] 21.8914,1.9799,2.0764,2.1029,2.3012,2.4342,2.5653,2.757,2.946:
33.2106,3.5141,3.9019,4.4219,5.1687,6.3632,8.6809/
* If( ISYM EQ0. 0 ) THEN
101 CONTINUE
'0 ELSE
DD 102 1 - 1,13141.
9J 102 READ(S,-) XU(I), YUJI)
60- DO 103 1 - 1,13141.
011' 103 YLCI) - - YUJ)
012 D4DIF
01 3 -
2014J DO 1000 1-1.19141.
'1201 s I - 1 *IBKAX~





.. 023 IBKAX2 - 2;IBA(
"-20241 DO 1010 I,IBMAII
2025 10(1) - 11(I)
-2b26 YP(I) - fl(I)
2'027 1010 CONTINUE
2028 P140 - IBF'AX
-2029 FNI - IEt-,X
2030
203 C c EIS SI1BN~0TINE GENERATES SBEAR PARABOLIC C-GRID
"203 :C TIE FVI.LO4dNG SUBROUTINES ARE RELATED TO TEE GRID GENERATION
203 3 'C WRAP SING
2034 '1C TABINT CLUSYR
-203 C TAINT STNTC
-2036 C
2037, D8 11 , 32
2038, 8 A0(1,1) B 5(11
20 39 11 - IMAS
-2040 33 - Km.Ax-
2041' IT - 31
2042 IE - 127
* 2043. 1101 - 11 1
2044 11011 - 11 1
2045 1133 - 11 * 3
20461 I1332 - II *( 33-2)
2047; ILE - (IT~ IE )/ 2
-2048 PI - 4. *ATAN(l.)
2049 NU - N
2050' NI - FNI.
,2051, N - Nt: -NL
2052 SCALE - 1,/ ( XP(l) - XP(NL)
2053 DO 3333 1-1,N1
20S4 XP(I) - XP)I) *SCALE
-205s, Y0(1) - YP(I) *SCALE
2056t 3333 CONTINUE
2057 CALL SZNCNU,N,1P,YP,XLE, ZLE,TEA.TES,XSING,YSING,CED)
'-.2058 CALL TABINT(XP.YP,XSING,YSING,N)
2059! N4900- I* 1- IT
2060; DO 6791 1 1 NBODY
2061, L - -l
26 71E(1TI.) - XP(I)
2063 671F(ITI.) - YP(I)
20641 IEP1 - IE + I065' 51WPT* TIS - .75
0661 DO 4386 IEPI50 , 11
067! 11 +1
068,; ElI) 1.0111,l)
0 9 ~ DIX -1. /46.
__,070 D 4. /3. - (Ec!) .25)
Z071 FCI) = F(lE) - SLOPT *ALOG(D) D
'0721 L - 1101 - 1
'2073 Z)1) - E(l)
2074! 439 r(L) - (11) +SI.OPT *ALOOG(D)/D
207s c MIE (6,439)
2076 C439 PrI(tAT(2X,38 I,9,.l191, MY
2077 C c WRITE (6,37) IISIF3, , 11)
2078? CALL NRAP)II,JJ,XSING,1SING,E,FS0,AO,Y0)
-2079! DO 10 3 -2,33
-JO 0 DO 10 I - 1 11I
£081 Z(1,3-1) - AO(I,1)'*2 - (S0(I,l)-Y0(,1))--2




-W- OUCE PROCRAM DATE 1/20/90 PACE 0
~-~* * ~ nse2d.fTIE 14 0a
Ut 9 SOURCE TEXT
87 c...n.. . .............................
C*
9c. 50)SROVTIlE CLUSTR
c. . . ... ....................ItA(;;:IER (6)
1904 Ca@MtI/DGRID/DT , IMAX, KAX,*ITEL, !TEU
-005 DIMENSION S(60),XP(60),YP(60),R(60)
~c '013 SUDROUTINE CLWSIES A CIVEN XZ GRID SUCH 21AT 7WE FIRST POINT ZS A?
13(1) C (1
166 73(1) - 0.,1
10- P(E) - Z(1,1)
5 YP(K) - (1,1)
10 S(K) -SORT((XP(K)-IP(E-1))*'2.(YP(K)-YP(K-1fl-'2)
8 SUNDI - S (11AX)I CALL STRTCU(SUMDX,DS,F1 ,KKAX,FACTIOR)
I 1C - UtP3 t6,200) IFAxCToR
fl (1) - 0.
11V2 DR -DS
21 . 3 D020 1 - 2 , ENAX
-2iT4j 3(K) - 3(1-1) 4 DR
411f DR - R -kACTOR
21, 20 COTINUiE
217 RLAST - 1. / R(lUMAX)
2119- DO 30 1 - 2 , Et'AX
21 19. 31 - 3(K) - RLAST - S(KKAX)
23160 CALL TAINT(S,XP.Rl,XI,ENXM,3,NER.MON)
2121 l(1,K) - XPI
2122: CALL TArNT(S,YP,R1,YPI,KMAX.3,NER,M4ON)
23.23! 1(1,1) - YP1
21241 30 CONTINUE
12S C: 100 CONTINUE
-1161C WRITE (6,115)
2127 DO 1101 I , IMAX
2128 DX - X(1,2) - X(I,1)
-2329; DY - Z(1,2) - Z(1,1)
1330 ON - SQRT(DX-DX4DY'DY)
c13 W RITE(6,120) I , DX ,DY ,DO)
2134 115FORA 5, HNu:,ISHIS)LC,3 AT,4E THE,5H HALL,/
2135" 1,5H 1, EX, 2HDX, 8X,28DY, 8X, 2EON,//)
-23'10FORI4AT(I3,3F10.51
2337, 200 FORMAT (15, F10 5)
23138, END
-.. ..... . ::! SOURCE PROCRAM DATE 1/2,0 vO
nse2d.f TIME 11:4604 am 29
LINE S SOURCE TEXT
-ILI39 - UBOTIESTtCD(SU2IX,DXI,r1,N,((1l40 'c C........ .............................. *.....................
2142 C-' SUROTINE STR'ICX
21431. C-
2144 C* .......... * ..... "i~tt**teeet ........ *%. . .. ..t ..............
2145I PARAMETE R (ZX-10,kx-60)2146 !C
-21473 C I$ SUSROCTINS DETERMNES A GCONETRIC
2148' C lllMSIOxi Ot GRID SPACING SETHEEN I AND NI SUB THAT
2949 C *UMWR) LO.ALS SVSI. 13 RAT1O BEL-rEN SUCCESSIVE
-215 c SPACINGS is a,
21SI N - Ni - 1
2521 R 1.5
2153- 1.-04
-2i S4 - 1t-04
-255s  DO 10 L- 1, 50
2iS6 - (R-1) - S*MDX - DXI,(R-sN-1)
-2|7- FP - SUDX - 011 - FWoT(N) - R -- (N-1)
-2IS Itz1 - P - F/ P
_2i591 C Ir(1.]-02.T.RXTER.AND.RTlft.LT.1.) RITER 1.
2160- c tr(1. .1..RTER.AID.RIER.LT.100.) RITER-.01
216i I?(ASS(R-RITER).LT. R.E1) GO TO 1
i62 R - ITER
-T163 10 C0VTINU-
" i 64 I t - 1.0001
-2165 C . AU - DZTOT/WAT(KI-i)
2166 RETURN
2167- 1 3 N'ITER
21691 ] EN
- - . ---
!A:1 SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 1/20/90
- j nse~df TIME I IA60M I 30
LINEIV 9DYCKL SOURCE TEXT
C... ................ f..... C..... .....
2'lc-
'73 c- SUBROUIXZ DDY
f74' cS, C ....................................... ...............
PARA .MTE (1116o0,kx60)
T7. COffiON/FW/Ql(I,K),2(IX,KX),Q3(,UX),04(IX,E.X)
a CMO/NVTUR/CMU (11, KX)
79 COMON/sKINC/CF(XIl
COOION/DGRID/DT, IMAX, KKAX,ITEL, ITEU
I C0W4064/PAR/GA)04A RETEREF, ALFA. ALfAX ,RDrRE , ANINF, ALFAI
62 COMMON/GRI D/(IX, 11), Z(IX, KX)31 OMq06d/SPEED/ U(IX,KXI,V(IX,KX),AA(I1.EKX)
4 DIMENSION TIN (I1), ?OUT(EI?, Y(13), TRANS (IX), S X), U (KI), UI I X)
OPp 1000. -CNIJL
K EDGE - LMAX
IE ITEL 4ITEU)/2
OTI *D X(rTEV,1) - X(ILE,l)
LT D0100I(ILMA1-1 0.05 * CEOED ) GO TO 100
U1 MAX .
IFNX O.IE-06
2rg$C COMPTE TAU AT FEE MALL,
220 UET *U(1,2) - U(IJ)
610i VT- V(1,2) - V(I,1)
214 XRT 4. X(1,2) -3. *X~1,1l X(1,3)
722os ZET 4. * I,2- 3. Z (1,1) - (1,3)
-22 XX-.5 *XXI
2107, zxI .5 zxx
2108, XET .5 *XET
2209, ! ET - .5 *ZET
2210, YAC - . I - -E 1 XET)
-2211 OMEGA (UET XXI -VET - XI) YAC
2112' TUALL - AI.INF *OVXGA / REYREF
.221 3 CF(I) - 2. - TWALL /(AMINFE"2)
224. FACT -SOUT0l(1,1? ABS)TWALL))-REYREF'(26. AI4INF)
2215, DO10 K- 2 , EDGE-1
2216, oni - 0(1-1,1) - (I-1,E)
2217, VXI -V(I-1.1) ((-1K
22 181 UET I u  .,, (1,1-1 )
2219 VET =V(1,9.1) -V(I,X-I)
2220 XXI -1(1-1,K) -X(I-1.E)
2221 LxI z (1-1,1 z 1-1,X)222 XET X ( I.E 1 X(1 1)
2223 ZET -Z(I.E-l) -Z(I,X-1)
22, YAC -1. / (XXI Z ET - ZXI * ET)
2225 OMEGA - APS(UET.XXI-VET-ZXI-UXI-xET-VXI-ZET) *YAC
2226 UTOT - Sc(T(UI,E-2 -V19-2
2227 UMAX - P&'AX(UTOT,0?iAX)
2228 UMIN *A~~iUO.NN
220 F - Y(K) - OMEGA
2231 , IF) (Y(K)trACT).GT.20.) GO TO0 31





2237 YYAX - Y(1)
2236 ENDIF
2239 FCT - Y(R1 - FACT
24, IF(FCT.GT.20.) FCT - 20.
224 1 , FCT *ABS(FCT)
2242 EL * 4 Y (1) , (1. - EXP(-FICT))
.24: TINIK) -01(l,l) *EL - EL - OMEGA
2244, TIN(I) *ABSCTINIX))
-2245 10 CONTINUE
2246 001 - ABS(UVMAX-UMIN)
2247 KSNTCE - 0
2248 FbIAKE - 7MMx - IMAX
2249! Fl - 0.25 - YNAX - UDIF -2 / Fl4AX
22s501 IF(F1.LT.rWAKE) FWAEE - Fl
22 11 DO0209- 2 , KEDGE - 1
22S21 FILED - 0,
2253 Ir(ABs(Y(I)/YMAx).LT.1.E+04) TUEN
22541 FILED - 1. / (I. + 5.5 *(0.3 - Y(I)/YIEAX) 6)
2255 END IF
226 TOUT(K) -. 0168 * 1.6 *01(1,K) *FWARE *FILEB
22S7: ~ ,TOUTK B(iUT(mn
'22S&: IF(ZSWTCH NEC0) GO TOD 20
22S9 IF(TIN(K).GT.TOIJT(X)) I(SWTICU I - 1
260, 30 CONTINUE
2611 00 30 1 -2, [EDGE- I
2262 IF(l.LE-STC) THEN
2263 mc((1,) - ABS(TIN(g))
~ 64, ELSE




2270 C R22 131 VALVE OF EDDY7 VISCOSIT TO AN UPPER LIMIT
220c
~2 Ic R I-I
27 74It - R 4 1
2 273i C Ir(l.GT .EDGE) 
GO TO 736
2 274 C 735 XF(CK(I,K).LE.CIUPP) 
00 TO 734
2 27S c CN(,1) - OIVPP2276 c 1I I 1
227 7 c If(W.LF lEDGE) GO TO 735




- ~SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 1 /ZD/90 FA
nse2d.f MOME I1164am 31
-- *~se- -,- --
UNEU SOURCE TEXT
282, SUSROTINE 3131







2294 I OWIOt4/SPEEO/ UIl,(1fhAIX
-2295 COMW/PAR/GA4A , REYREF, ALFA, ALFA!, REDFRl, AN F, ALFAI
229 CNO/COMRS/ 333(11,4)
*27 ZTAD42,S) - OMEGA * 1(1,3)
22981 ITAD(1,3) - - OEA * X(1,1)- SCOT
299 C e S 'm SCR"N COMPUTES Iou SEn MS UA ONz 3 InSE RIGST HARn
23Q06 c C SIDE ARISING FROM1 THE SOLES- PART Or THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS3403 C
302 c nmn s minim WIT : zi 2- WAIVAfLfl
303 i D0100 1- 2 ,ENAX-1I
23041 DO le!1- I, ThA
1305, UCOm u0~)1)* tItlZ(,l)
2306' - V(1,9) * (1)IlE~l(-I(I1-l))
-2 307i UCON -0.25 - DT * VCON
)308i KIT- XTAU(I,X)((,4)-(,-)
21309: 1. +?TAU(I,I) * (1(I141) - 1(1,1-1))
310 IT - I * DT - 0.25
[233)D1 a -CO VC * -IT
Z31 3E(1,1 ! UCON *0l)IE)
2313 P - (GAIO'Jrl.) *(Q4(IR) - .5Q01(I,3)-(U(I,3p-2 4V)I,1)--2)
23141 Risrx,2) Q2(I,g) *DOK + P D T *0.25 *(z(i,3*l) - 1)13-l))
231 5 RBS)1,3) *Q3)I,I,) * CON - P D T *0.25*(XlE1-I,1)
233'6, RE551,4) -UCOK * (Q4(I.3)tP) - 1? P
2317 10 CONTINUE
2318 DO 112-2 , IMAZ-1
-2320 , D02)1.E) -D02(I,F) - 3531+1,2) 4 RES)1-1,2)
23) D03(l,K) - 03(1,3) -R85(I+1,3) * RE5(1-1,3)
232 2 11 D041)13 - D04)I,3) -RSS(I-I,4) 4 355)1-1,4)
2323 .100 CONTINUE
2324 ,c
2325 C FLUX TERM'S WITHIN THE ETA- DERIVATIV
2326 C
2327 DO 200 1 2 , IMX I
DO020391 , 1(A)
32, VCaN - v(z,X; lI23-().)
2330 1 41)1,3) (XI13- I1,)
2331 VCON - VCCN - 0.25 D T
2332 , ETAT - -XIAUI,1,) (I-,)Z11E)-YTAUt)1,3p
2334, ETA? - ETA? - 0.25 * T
2335 VCON - VICON 4 ETA?
2336, R55(3,1) - CON *01(1,K)
2337 P - (GAIA-1.) *(0401,K) -0.5 * 1IE)),(2*V)I,K)"-2))
2338 RH(1,2) = ICON *02)1,3) -P - DT *.25 (t(1,1K)-Z)1.1,3))
2339 P35(9,3) - ICON *03(1,3) - P - VT *.25 * X)141,K) - 11-1,r)?
2340, 355)3,4) -ICON * )4(I,9) P) - ETA? * P
2341 20 CONTINUE
2342 - DO 21 3 - 2 , 31(A)) 1
2343 DI.!) D1I,) - 355)3. RB(K1,1) * 35(3-1,1)
2344, D02)I,l) - D02)1.3) - 355(3-1,2) * 35(3-1,2)
2345 D03(1,3) - D03)I,F( - ES(3-1,3) * 3513-1,3)
2346 21 004)1.3) -D04)1,1) - 335)31,4) * 355)-1,4)
2347 200 CONTINUE
2348t. C 300 FORAT(216,4E14.6)
2349 RETURN
2350 END
- SOURCE PAOC AM DATE 1/20/90 ACE
nse2d.f nmE 11:46'04 am 32
UNE 0 SOURCE TEXT
.31 SUBROUTINE RO'G RID(IMAX EM., DALFA)
is, C ............................. ............................
"-514 C- WDROUOTINJ ROTGID*
35g-! C.................. ,..**.......................................
~3SI~ PAAEE (1X-180,LX-60)
3S& c tATl GPID IN THE CLOCWISE DIRECTIOI BY AN AMOUNT DALTA
23S9 COIOON/GRID1/X(IX,KZ),Z(IXKX)
2.360 1 CA - COStDALFA)
S2 361 SA - - SIN(DALFA)1 162] DO 2 - 1, K AX
113 0O20 1-1I IMAX
2364 zi - X(IK)
4-365 zi - Z(1,1)
366 X(1,1) - X1 * CA - 1 * SA
367 20 z(XI) - zi CA 11 * SA
jJ69 ED
SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 1/20/90 PACE 0
nsejdm TIME 11:4604am 33
I.INE 0 SOURCE TEXT
0~0 i SUBROUTINE CPPWIT(111 F4CH11
3371 w. c ............ ..
3372 c-
?73 i C SUBROUTINE CPILOT
274 i C:*
379 c TRIS S cMVTxst PLOT$0C AT EQUAL ZWTl*VAL.S IN TRE NAPPED PANE
379 C
3380 I COMMON/SURF/PSUR (IX)
331 DIMENSION KODEc4),LINE(9O),XCIX),f(IX)
232 DATA ROZoo,/ ,E.H 1XN
39 ( 6 , 2)
M4 2WRITET(OOLD OF CP AT EQUAl INTERVALS IN TEE NAPPED PLANE/
2)8s 1 1030 x 1lu X/C JO0B CPL ,103 CP1
-2386 CPO - (I. - .2 - Y'RACH --2) -- 3.5 - I.
T37 CPO - CPO .7 - P9(ACH --2)
991s 30 - 30.1;CPO -~ 4.5
90' 1M4 - ( 2-1)/2 4 11
S390 ILIN - 2 *IMIN
1391 CI3-X11) - 1)IMIN)
7393 1 I2 LINECI - OE1
-2394 DO034 I 'N'.4- 1
1395 a 30. ( CPO PSUR)) -4.
-2396 3 0. *(CPO -PSUR(IL'oN-I)) 4 5
237 IF)E.LT.1) 1
2398, IFIKX.LT.) El 1
2399 i IF(K.GT.90) K -90
24001 IF)E1 GT. 90) 91 90
2401 LINE(KO) - K001(3)
2402 11141(K) - K001(2)
2403 LINE(91) - 1001)4)
2404: XC - (X(I( - X '?MIN)) ./ CED
2405; WRITE 16,61D) 3)J),XOC,PSUR)ILOW-1),PSIR(1),LINE
2406, LINE(Kl) KOD001()





SOUCE ROCAMDATE 1/20/90 PAC-E 6







1417 C................................. *...... *.............
29418 I PARAMETER 41X-180,kx-6O)
2419 COMON/PT/TTLE 10), STPT, RESD( 3000) IES, CLH (3000) .CDPO (3000)
2420 COOW/,DGRID/DT, IKAZEAX, rII EL ITU
2421: CO.C/rLWN/Ql(X1,KX),02(11,KXl,03lIX,R1),4(IX.KX)






24284 DIflENe ON Fy(li,Z1)
2429 DUN -0.
24 0, CODE *0.
~411 IRES *IFIX(RES)
42 ALFAI - ALFA *45. / ATAN(l.)
12433 0401 AlONE REYREF
-24341 DO010 9-11, A
-23S DO101 -1I I~aX
2436 frlI,x) -0.
2437 10 C40(1,1) * 00(1,91 / CHUL
24381 WRITE(4) ITITLE

















.2461 IF) ITN) .1. 1WOIIT )TE
2464 WRITE (31) (MA C1 , 11IM ) -11M
2465 I WRITE (31) ( Z(1,1), I-1,IMMX ), -1,K1MM
2466 ~ WRITE (31) I3MM , 1MMX
2467 WRITE (31) AMINE, ALVAn. REREAD, TIME
2468 WRITE (31) 01(1,1), 1-1,1MAX R, 1DAX
- 2469 WRITE (31) Q 2(3,1), I3I,IMAI ) 1-1,IMAX
2470 WRITE (31) Q 3)1.1), 1-1.IMAU) 1-1,1MAX
2472 REWIND 31
2473 END IF
-2474 IF( ITN) EQ. 2*ROYT ) THEN
2475 REWIND 32
2476 I WRITE (32) 1MMX , KMMX
2477 WRITE (32) ( 1,1), 21.IMM ,1-.M
24781 WRITE (32) ( ( (,1), I-1,INAX ~,1=1,ItAI
2479 , WRITE (32) 1MAX , KM
2480 WRITE (32) AMINE, ALFAI, REREAD, TINE
2481 WRITE (32) ((01(1,1), 3=1,1MMX 1R-1, 14M
2482 WRITE (32) C 21,) -I,1MM 3, -1,1MMU
2483 ~ WRITE (32) )(03)3,1), I-1,IMMX ), IflIMA
2484 . WRITE (32) 04(1,1), I=1,IMM X z-a,KMvA
2485 REWIND 32
2486. E1) IF
2487 IF) ITN .EQ. 3'NDUI ( THEN
24885 REWINE 33
2489, WRITE (33) 1MM , 114)2
2490 WRITE (33) ( X(1,K), Ifl,IMML ), 1,1MAI
2491 WRITE (33) C (1,1), 11,IMMX (, -1,KMMX
2492 WRITE (33) 3MM-k , MAX
2493 . WRITE (33) AMINF, ALKAD, REREAD, TIlTX
2494 'R I TE (33) ((QL(I,1), I=1,IMI4X (, 11,114)
2495 WRITE (33) ((02(1,K), 1=1,1?041 ), E1,IMMX
2496 WRITE (33) 03(IK), I=1,IwMX n K1,EMAI
2497 WRITE (33) ) 4)I,K), 11I,IMAI ), 1,IMAX
2498 REWIND 33
2499 END IF
2500 IF) ITN EQ. 4-N027 ) TEEN
250t REWIND 34
2502: WRITE (34) IMM , 1MMX
* 2503 WRITE (34) ( ( (,1), 1=1,IMMX ), =1,1MM
2504 WRITE (34) ( (I,E), I=1,IMA. (, =1,174)
2505 WRITE (34) 1MMA , EMAkX
2506 %RITE (34) &1M1NF, ADEAD, REREA., TINE
2507 WRITE (34) 01)1,7), I=1,M.AI X K=3,ysMu
2508S WRITE (34 ) ( (I),7), Ifl,IMAX 3, 1,.NAX
2509 WRITE (34) Q 3(1,7), I=1,PV.50) 1=1,Kt.AI
* 2510 WRTE (34) )(04(],K), 1=1,IOAX X,-11, 1MA
25)) REWIND 34
2512 END IF
2513 .IF) ITS EQ. SSNOUT ) THEN
2514 REWIND 35
25)5 WRITE (35) 1M , 1148
2516 WRITE (35) ( ) (1KT), 1=1,1MM ( K=1,KM.AI
2517 WRITrE (35) ( ( 2(1), 1=1,3MMX ) . 1,KMAX
2518 WRITE (35) 1MMX , EM.MX
2519 WRITE (35) ANINF, ALFkD, REREAL. TINS
2520 WRITE (35) ( ) 0)1 .), 1-1,IMM (, 1=-.1, 2
2521 WRITE (35) ) 2(1,1), 1-lIMAI.k X, 1=1.,"AX
2522 WRITE (35) ((3)K,1-1,MAl ), 1,EMAX
2523 WRITE (35) ((04(1,F.), I=1,1743, ), K1,LY,AI
2524 REWIND 35
2525 END IF
2526 . IF) ITS Z;Q 650D'T ) THEN
2527 REWIND 36
2526 WRITE (34) 1MMA , 1MAX
2529 : WRITE (36, ( X(1,K). ,17 (, 1,KMAX
2530 WRITE (36) ( 2(1. 1=1,1MMX (, 1,1143,
253)1 WRITE (36) IMAkX , 11482
2532 WRITE (36) AMINE, ALFA.D, REREAD, TINE
2533 WRITE (36) F- 111) fMA ,11,14,
2534 WRITE (36) ((02)1,1), 11I,IMAI ), 11,1143
2535 ,* WRITE (36) ( 01(l,1), 1=1,I1MM ), 1,KMAX
2536 WRITE (36) ((04(1,1), 1-1,IMAI ), 1,114A1
2537 REWIND 36
2538 END IF
2539 IF) ITN E.1 1'R0ET ) TES
2540 REWIND 37
2541 WRITE (37) 1MMX , 1MMX
2542 , WRITE (37) ( ( 1 1), 1.1IM", ), 1,KMAX
2543 WRITE (37) ) (1,9). 1=1,1MM ( 1=1,KMM)
2544 WRITE (37) 1MMX , rPAM
2545 WRITE (37) AMINE, ALFA), REREAD, TINE
2546, WRITE (37) ( 0(1.1), 1-1,1MMX ), 1,IMAX
2547 , WRITE (37) ((02)1,1), 1-1,1MM ) 11,EM.M
2548 WRITE 137) ((03(1,1), 1-1,1., (,k E=E.KYAI
2549, WRITE (37) ((04(1,1), 1-,17,1 (, 1=,KY.AX
2550 REWIND 37
2551 END IF
2552 IF) TIN EQ RRDOUT ) TEEN
2553 REWIND 3811KX y2554 . WRITE (381M , M
2555 WRITE (38) ( ) 1(11)9-1-1.,MM "
2556 WRITE (3e) ( ( 2,1), I-1,IMM V- 1, K.MAX
2557 WRITE )38, 1MMX , KY.AX
2558 WRITE (38) AMINE, ADEAD. REREAD, TINE
2559 WRITE (38) ()01)1,Y), I-1,MAI ), -I,KN.1AI
2560 WRITE (38) C 2(2, Il1,IMA1 1iKU AX
256) WRITE (38) 03)1.7). 1-lIMA'!X F,-1,KN'AX
2562 WP. ITE (38) ) (41,F), I-1, IM ), I1,IPIAX
2563 lEWIS)' 3P
2564 ENE, If
2565 IF( ITS .10 93OUT ) THEN
2566 RESINt' 35
2567 WRITE ((9, 174.5 , 17473
2568 11; 'T. (39) X (1,7), PIA
2569 Rn.TF (3) ) (1.1), 11IAMA r 1. .AI
2570 WRITE 159 IMAIX . MAX
I2571 WPzIrv (39 POW;NEF ktAA:. Rtli A: TI'q
2577~ IFME 11.460 am0 3OO6 TE
257 WRIT (40)C 
TEXTMA
1 5 82 W R I T E ( 4) ( 2 ( , 1 ) , 1 1 , I M A X K, 1- 
1 , 1 M M
25 ) WRITE (40) 02 1), 11,IAX 1- R1,D4A1
- 586,4 WRITE (40) C(03(1,1K), 1-1,1MAI), 1- 1, DMM
257 WRITE (40) ( 04(1,1K), Ifl,IMA.I ), 1,DCAZ
2577 IF( 124 E. 10-NLQOUT ) THEN
25),2 WRITE (41) C (,1,1,IA , 1DA
-2198 WRITE (1)00) ( 1(1,1), 1-1,MM ) 1-1,1MM
25953 WRITE (41) AMINE, ALFAD, REREAt, TIME
25964 WRITE (41) ( ( (,1), 1-1,1MAX 1 N,IMM
2597 WRITE (41) ( 2(1,1), I1,IMMX ) -1,IMAX
25&68 WRITE (41) CC03(1,1), Ifl,IMMX ),-1,1MMX
5997 WRITE (41) C 4(1,1), 11i,IMM ),-1,1MMx
2)a IF( 17 .E0. 11'NOUT 3 THEN
~2607 WRITE (42) AINEX, AX EE~,TM
25082 WRITE (42) (I0(,1), 131,IMM ,1-1,1MA3
2509- WRITE (42) C )021,1), IfLIMAI (, R1,KMX
-- 6(04 WRITE (42) CMA 3 31, 11IAX)h1,)4A
26)) WRITE (42) ( 3 04(1.1), IR1,IAL , TIME (A
2S61 WRITE (41) 0 C1(1,), 1-1,IMA ), =1,1MM
--26)7 WRITE (43) ( 02(1,), 1=1,1MMX ) 1, MX2698 WRITE (43) I 3(I, M U -,KA
2620 WRITE (43) 3(01(1,1), I-1,IMPI ), -1,1(43
2624 IND IF
2625 IF( ITh EQ. 12'NOUT ) THEN
26026 REWIND 44
2627 WRITE (44) IMAkX . 1(43
2624 WRITE (44 2 ) 1(,1), ) 1,IMAI ), If,L'AX
2629 WRITE (44)2 ) 1)1.1), 1l,IMAX ), 1,KMA-X
260 WRITE (44) 1 (431 , 1(433
2463)7 WRITE (44) AMINE. ALFAD, REHEAt, TIME
2632 WRITE (44) ( ( 111,1.N ), 13I,IMAX
2633 WRITE (44) C(02(1,Y), Ifl,IMAX ) ,IA
-2634. WRITE (44) ((03)1,1), 1-1,1MA1 ), 1,XMAX
265 WRITE (44) 04)1,F), i-i,rtpx x, =1,KMAx
2636 END If
2637 RETUN3
-2638 WRT END MX Kk
SORC -RCA AE 12/0 PC
PRO RAM520 ISCOUSD
P-AXE tfS 5,) 3RAT , AX-P 1 edsp
4 RTE 6,1000)D/D ONAX,KMA , IT., ITEUL,1,DfIART
100FREAT('10Imx - ,11,0x tas ' I0x/
RJ 1 ralig dg lwe - ,10/
ij D1,20 2VTrIinCegU ppr I0/
'Stecin rtio-'42.1,!
RCA(,- AlF].ORAT , AOEP dlapi
TO 1 ICN T(// 'GRID )ONDIS'2
RTE(fl - ASS 1(1,) - IITELl)ELUPDIOA
100 FR A SS)1ma XfIlE,MAS) m -)I,11,5,/
162 FM Trailin de betwen raln ede nsouflw0,/12-2,
21 ,x 'Ledistanse ' eain dg adinlo -/2.1,
21 3 S'Distase of the bodyt romnth uppr budar',20../
- 4 WRIT! cii (21)o --MA2LlM,/
4 AL 1 N IRL(21 ()RA 1( , ]1,IX, 11.KAS )
IF 43SOLSTOLPCUTR D
15100 FORMAT(215) I BUDAIS'/
46 EI 200BS FORMATIL)- CIE~)
47 200 FORAT(4F.0)das ewe taln de&s ufo J01





7 J CObO8ON/DGI1ID/OT * MAS, KYAX ,ITEL, ITE))
a CMMNO/GII/I(IXKX).Z(Ix,K1)
9 CW040d/GRIDI/ThCOB(IX,EX)
I X IT (I X, F) ,ZETAT (X, %X)
C.. TE~*lE SUBBOVTINE METRIC COMMUTES TUE Jq7RrCS XIN AUL TOE TWO DIRECTIONS A"O
C IEWSTBADY COEFFICIENTS ETA? ETC.
TR - OMEGA S(-X(I,K))- KDOT
0 C- VISlT SET UP IS POR FLOW PAST Wl AIRFOIL.
10 IF( V.O.I. EQ. IMAX) O TO 1 0
II ZI =.0 (Z(I.MAx,) Z(IMAI-,E
10~ IF E.1 .KE.MI _AX GO 171
ZZET 1.5 - (Z(2IY)-2 (1, lA-1.5ZIKMX2
13 20 CONTINUE
94 E -AOB .5X ZE ZE
96 SI(IK GO TO ~ 2ACB(0
17 IZ(1,E.Y) X GOZTO 18O(1
99 YT - 2.EG X 11-.5- ROOT 5 (I3
TOO 1T~x - 2. 1(2) - 1.5 -(1,1 K .5 TAU(,
7=3, 1 ZET - 1.5( XXI * ACOB(1,K




13 PARAMETER (11.300,1-100)114! DIMENSION So (IX, 4),Y (11, 4), AO (IX,4),XP (1), YP (1)
Ti 5 iC
-116 C TRIS SUBROUTINE UNWAS URE AIRPOIL AMD STORES TILE UNWRAPPED
TC SURFACE IN ARRAYS AO AND SO. IT ALSO DETRRKMES TE STRVTCHING
Tri 91C IN TRE ETA DIRECTION.
T20 IJUD - (11 1) /2
DY - .5/ (33 2)
A ) T -LOAT(J-2) - DY7I4, 1 10(3,1) - 1.25 - Y/ (1. -Y Y)
i YS 1(1 , 1) - - Y0(3,1)
T7 ANGL -PI + PI
T2 a U - XP(l) - SING
721 V - YP~i) 1"'
To U - 1.
V3~ - -
133 DO2 1 - 1]1
T35s Y11 - YP(2) - YHING
-- 161 NG - ANGL + ATAN2((U.-Yll-V*XI1),(0XI114V-Y11))
T137 R - SORT(11-2 4 Y11--2)
1I38; V - Xli
-139, v -YlI
R4 - SORT(R)
AO(l,i) - * COS(.5 - ANGL)
142 i 2SO(l~i) -R -SIN(.5 - ANGL)[43 C WRITE (6,1000)
1-441 c WRITE (6,23000] IA(~),Oll, 11 ,I)
_145 RETURN
146; 1000 FORY.AT(IX, UNWRAPPED COORDINATES IN TEE TRANSFORMFD PLANE-)
147 2000 FORI4AT(15 2F20.8)
148' END
* * ~ -SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 1/20/90 PACES0
aifgDfTME 11:45:S7 am
UNEO SOURCE TEXT
149 SUUSIflflE TA*INT(IP,YP,ISflJG,YSING,N,adispl)10j -c..... ................. a..........................................
S1.i C.11 'C. SUR0UTINZ TRN
-154' C . ....... ....................... ....................... ...........
ss1 PARAWaTER cIX-300,KI-LOO)
5I CObMbO/DGID/DT, ThA, DIWl.ITEL, ITEU, ILE
TS, PI - 4.AATAI.)
159! U - IP(1) -151)40
10 ; v - fpl21 YIN
'-162 v-0.
TO AM6L -8. - ATAN(1.)
DO 1 I - 1,N
R(I - PT11- + CO)4ll -.5)
CCI - P IOISL 5
17- AL - AO(N) - AO(l)
DIMS - 0. 0
17 OST - AO)
idiy I iteu - itel
12. DTXI(I)- 0.
Al Dm1112) - pi- 5005011/2.
84 OTIS - (1.- SDISPL )*PT (IDlY-i)
IR as 0D 9 1 , IV
56 9 DTRXl(1) =DThXI(I-1) * 0731
187: DO 10 1 - 1,IDIY1.88 TEDS - )l-1P-DTHX
-189 If( ± eq. 2 oz. I eq. idli) tbez
1 90 if( I eq. 2 ) tbdx - .5'sdispl *pi. thdx




It05 THDS - DTHX1(I)
196' c thcd - c180/pi)'tbdx
197 c writa(6,* ; , tbdxd
198 01)(I) -abs ( SIN1 TEDS199' 10 DXI IW KW!
-200: DO 20 1 I ,DI
-20; 20 Dxl! - 0KW() ) AOL/ DIWS
202 DXIi*0
203 D03 1-Ii, IDIY
204' x DXI - DX0(1)
20S I ii DXI * LOST
-206: CALL TAINT(AO,SO,XX,YxY,N,3 ,NER,NON
207 10)!) - XX *XX -Y YY + XT S15)4








-212 SUBOUTNE TA!NT (ITo.B, M, , FX, N K,tER ON)
.213 C ......... .. A ......... ....... . .. . . . .. . . .
2) 5 C'SUBROUTINE TAINT
C1 c................*........................................
219 PARAMETER (1X-300,KX-100)
--219 DIIxnSZON XTAq(1),FTA B1),T(IO),C(1O)
-20 C
-22 C ASA - AMES SlOUTrYE Y, POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION
-f221" c OF A TABULATED FmCTION
... - ir(N-I[) I o ,2
-2 s- I NER - 2
-226 RETURN
l - 2 IF(K-9) 3,3,1t- 3 IF(1) 4,4,5
20-29 5 IF(MO-2) 6,7,4
" DO I I - I M N
I-(ITA(1) - XTAB(1*1)) 9,11,10
- D 11 HNR - 3
25 RETURN
-236 93 -3-1
237 GO TO a
-238 20 J - J+4
239. 8 CONTINUE
IF(J) 12 , 6 , 6
242 12 MON 2
'- 7  DO 13 1 1 ,
244| IF(X - XTAB(I)) 14,14,13
-245 14 3 - I
2461 GO TO 18
247 13 CONTINUE
-2486 GO TO is
-249 6 DO 16 1 , N
-250 IF(X-XTAS(I)) 16,17,17
251 1 17 3- I
-252 i GO TO le
253! 16 CONTINUE
-54, 15 -N
255 18 3 - 3 - (1-1) / 2
256 IF(J) 19,19,20
1257, 1 -1
258, 2" M ' - I
-259 I F(M - N) 21,21,22
260, 22 J - J - 1
261, GO TO 20
262, 21 KP1= X "1
- 63 JSAVE - .
264 26 DO 23 L * 1, EPI
265 C(L) - X - XTAB(J)
.. 266' T(L) - FTAB(3)
267 1 23 3 - 3-1
-268 DO 24 3 - 1,1
-269 1 - 3-1
"270: 25 T(I) - )C(J)*Ti)-C(I)-TJ))/(C(J)-C(i))
271 I - 3.1




276 RE T UP±
2772 END
a
w t W aifgrTI1ME 11:45:57 am 6
.... ..................
84 PARAMETER (IX1300,KX-100)
87. c UIS UMTO~IME COMEPUTES SINGULAR POINT LOCATrONS.
to DIMENSION X(2) Z(2)
4.. Z3'N 2 Z1)
Oi - IVt (N3)L.B(7) O1
-4 09 I A 2 :: (D 2 - Xl2. 4 2 3
001 10 A 2 2 ( '0 - zi2.*8 0)/ . D7
D32 1O2T-NX1
CD X31 - 10.0
022 1 SN A (.l E / 2- 2.- D4 /(2 D3
123 ? 10 A - (D5 4 D6 ,- 2. -8 D)/(2 7
3'14 REURNL
35: iLE- ZNv
6; CH - Xl) -X(NU
SOURCE PROGRAM DATE /gioio PACE 0
LINE 0 SOURCE TE XT -
1 5:7rf
326 SUBR UT6NE AIRFOL) AORAT 1aOxp osdlspll
-327~ C ...... !...............................*....................
11,11 C SUBROUTIN! ArRFOL
39.c........... ......... . ......................
A di PARAIETER (1X-300,&X-100)
I3 I COMON/GROS/X(I1,KX),Z(11,KX)32 i COUO/DG ID)/DT,IMAI,D(AI, ITEL,ITEU
~33 Cwv6ooN/YSRM/ISyN
34J DIPSON SO(lX,4),AO(I1,4),YO(12,4),IP(IX),YPCIX),33 E(I1).F(IX),BO(I1)
-311 Zr)ISIN EQ.X) 1 NX) LI) THENX
247 01 ZAD5,) U(I, YI(1
40 3EAD(5,*) XU(I, IKTI)!
IF( xr ISYm EQ. 1 ) TEEN
35k DO 103 21I,XDNAX
35 103 TLA(5) - Y(I), UI
D5 O. 12 IRNIAX
361 YY(IO) YU(I),YI) LI
36 2020 CONTINUE
DO8, 0 1010 1-1,BUX
369 YL)!) - Y(I)
37. END!IF 31!
Do1 101 0CNT0
-3S9 III - I IMAX
369 100 ONTINE S
38 DO 11 2-2, IBMAX2
383' I A(I,) - O(I-11 ORTPOX
384: FNV - 4. *ATAX (.
376 FNL - IA
387. N cU MR SN
3788 ITA T CLUST
389 II C TlIEURT
390' IL-(JE *lE
39) 1: AOlMAX 1
392. D 8 1 K- 21RA
39 A0N!I - AII -,I -O  1-&O
397 N NU -II 3
397 ITCI
3980 ICLE ITE -. (TE 2P1 I
3991 1O 333 lAX
401 P1! 11 1P! CL




4054 , NBODY *IE_* 1 -NIT406 DO 61191 1 1 BODY
407? L*--
-408 E)JT-L) - XP())4,9 6791 r(JT+L) - YP(I)
410 JEPl - IE - 1
411 SiOPT , TES * 75
41,2 DO 438 1 - Jpl 1 11
-413 ~ 11 - 1 1- IE
414 E(I) -AO(Il,l)
415, 011.1. /46.
416 D *4. /3. *(E(l) - .25)
417 r(J) -F)JE) *SLOPT *ALOG(D) /D
418 L - 1171 - I
419 E(L) - 3()
420 438 7(1) - r(I7) *SLOP? AlOG(D)/D
421 C WRITE (6,439)
-422 C439 FOBNA?121,313 I1,11I,19X,110Y)
423 C MUITE (6.37) (I3I,()J-1 , IZ)
424 CALL NRAP(II.33,ISINGYSING,E F,S0,AO,YO)
DO5 0 J - 2,33
426 DO 0 1- 1 1
427 1(1,3-11 - AO(Il)*'2- 5c,)Y(lp*




-SOURCE PROGRAM DATE 1/A0/9 0
~ ~I1~Jf~fTIME 11A:S7 am8
SUBROUTINE CLUSTR IDS)SORET 
r
C .............. .......... *t S.......................... *
434 c




-440- COMMON/DGRID/DT, MAX.11MAX ITEL, ITED
-l1C II SROIIEN CLSESA I ,Z GRID $VCR TNAT 711 FIRST POIN4T IS AT
441
~7 ZLP(1) 1 (1,1)
at p(1) - Z(1,1)
atj DoO 1- 2 , DEAX
4O P(K) - 1(1,9)
I] Yp(5) - 211,K)
2 10 S(K) - SORT((XP(1)-XP(1-1))2+(YP(1)-YP(1K-1))n-2)
14S(g-1)
50161 - S (D(AX)
I CALL STRTCH(SUMDX OS, Fl,KKAX,FACTODR)
61c mITz (s,200) IrACTOR
*7 (I) - 0.
DR8! -DDS
39 ~ DO02019- 2, DEAX4160 R() - 3(1-1) 4 DR
DR - DR -FACTOR
4 20 CONTINUE
46 LAST - 1. / (110.1)
4641 DO 30 1 - 2 4Ax
RIS 1- 2(9) - RLAST - S(ENAX)
46 ~ CALL TAIN7(S,XP,Rl,XPID(AX,3,NER,MON)
467, 1(1.r) - XPI
468 CALL TAINT(S,YP.R1.Y.',,IMAX,3,NER,MON)
-4691 1(1,5) - yp1
_470 30 CONTINUE
471 100 CONTINUE
*47 ~ MUITE (6,115)
473 DO20 1 - I , IMAX
474 DX - 1(1,2) - (1,l)
-.-47S DY - Z(1,2) - Z(1,1)
476 VN - SOR7IDX-DX-DY-DY)
-477 'c WRT(61 I , DX ,DY , N478 110 CONTINUE
479 BETURN





" -UTEPRORM . DATE 1/20/90 PAr-E
* rMM airfrfTM 11:45:57 am
LINE 0 SOURCE TEXT
485 SUBROUTINE STRC(SUMDf,FDXI,F1,1,
. 6 C................................. .................... ""
499 1 C' SU'BROUJTINE STRtTCll
... -489 C"
_ 4901 C.................................... .. ..... *...
491 PARAMETER (IX-300,KX-100)
-- 492 C
493 C ThiS SUBROUTINE DETEN4INS A GZOEwThIC
4 94 C PROGRESSION OF GRID SPACINiG BVSU I AND W SU It
. s £5U80) SOUALS UMEX. TIM RATIO BEIEM StCCZSSIVX
1.c SPACINGS is R.
-4- 7 N Nl - 1
4 8 R - 1.5
--409- El - I.E-04
00" E2 - 1.E-04
DO 10 L - , s
-02 F- (R-1) * SUMDIX- DXI,(R,,N-1)
03 P " - SUNKI - DXi - FWDAT(N) - I -- (N-i)
04- RTE - R - F/ FP
5S C IF(.E-02.tT.RTE .AND.RIER.LT.1.) RTER - 1.
3 .C 1T(1l..LT.RITER.AN.ITER.LT100.) V1TER-.01
"--507" I(AI S(R-RITER).LT. RE1) GO TO 1
-SIDS R - RI'T'R
-091 10 CONTIN4UE
.10. . Ro 1.0001
511 C .X1 - DZTOT/FLOAT(Nl-1)
..13 1 R- IER
.51 "END
B .. .
SORC POCAMDATE 1/20/90 PACE#I
-airfgr.f TIM4E 11:45:57am 10
LINE 10 SOURCE TEXT
IS 6 SUBROUTINE ROTGEXD( IN)J,IXUA,DALVA)IC .... .........................................
C.
52; ................................. n... ... ........
7521 PAAMETER (IX.300,K1100o)
.3231I C ROTATE GRID IN TEE CLOCKWISE fIUWT1M NT AN AIMUNT DMAA
3,24 , CMN/GRID1/1(IX,KX),t(lIXU)
5SI CA - COS 4DALFA)
526 SA - - SIN (DALFA)
1327 DO20OK-I KNAX
-529 DO 2011 IDEAL
.--529 11 1(1K)
531 1(1,1) * U CA - I - SA
_S32, 20 Z(1,9) Z 1 CA 411 L A
0~3 RETURNjz _ ED
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